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ABSTRACT

The deformation mechanisms in single phase and two-phase structures

of iron are studied in this dissertation.

In single phase o( -iron, there are tr{o temperature regions (I and

III) in which the flow stress is dependent on temperature and strain

rate, i.e., the deformation is thermally activated" Region I and III are

connected by an athermal region II. Tt has been shown that region III

can extend into region II at large straíns.

In region I, the flow stress is composed of a thermal component (or

effective stress) and an athermal component (or internal stress). fne

effective stress is required to overcome the short-range obstacles with

the assístance of thermal fluctuations ín the crystal. It has become

evident that the high Peierls stress (Ëhe short-range barriers in region

I) arises from the three-fold synmetry of the scre\^r dislocation core in

b.c.c. metals. Before a scre\^r dislocation can g1ide, its core must be

transformed into glissile form. The characteristic flow behavíor of hígh

purity Battelle iron can only be explaíned in terms of the above model.

The temperature sensitivity of the effectÍve stress of Battelle iron

consists of two approximately linear portions of different slopes

connected by a transítion region centered at 220 K" It has been observed

that impurity atoms can interfere with the sessíle-glissile

Ëransformation of screw dislocations and give rise to softening between

I80 and 300 K and hardening at oÈher temperatures. At 300 K and above,

the Peierls barriers become transparent to scre\¡r dislocations because

there are enough thernal fluctuaËions in the crystal to assist the



overcoming of these barriers. Therefore, in region rr, the applied

stress is equal to the i-nternal stress in region I. It is proposed that

the internal stress is rnainly due to the formation of attractive

junct ions "

rn region rrr, the flow stress becomes sensitive to temperaÈure

again. The high temperature flow of iron is characterized by a steady-

state flow at large strains. It ís assumed that the subboundary network

controls the steady-state flow. The glide of dislocations in the

subgrain produces the only significant strain. This leads to the strain
rate being proportional to the fourth por^/er of st.ress.

rn part rr, the back stress hardening of a dual-phase steel (Dps) has

been investigated usi.ng the Bauschinger effect technique. The DpS vras

prepared by intercritically annealing a Nb - v HSLA steel. The straín

partitioning between ferrite and marËensite depends on the relative

strength of the two phases. rÈ has been verified by quantitaËive

uricroscopy that the high carbon martensite islands aE low volume

fraction do not participate in deformaËion whí1e the low carbon

martensite at high volume fractions deforms as extensively as the

ferrite grains. The pernanent softening, coromonly observed in particle

hardened alloys, is not found in this Dps. The contribution to work

hardening by kinenatic hardening increases with increasing volume

fractÍon of ma¡¡s¡site.
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CHÄPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

The plastic flor^r behavior of metallic crystals, in particular, the

more conmon metals and their alloys, has been investÍgated quíte

extensively in the past" Many dislocation mechanisms have been

proposed to explain the flow behavior of a given crystal system in

dÍfferent tenperature ranges. Hor^¡ever, if we compile and classify all

the exisËing data according to crystal structures, \.ve can find some

sirn-ilarities as well as dissinilarities. In the case of sinilarity in

flow behavior in a given temperature regime, it is quite natural to

speculate that a common deformation mechanism operates and a general

theory or an equation of state can be established. This is

particularly useful from the engineering point of view. The important

sinilarities between f"c.c. and b.c.c. metals are: (1) there exists

two prominent temperature regions (r and rrr in Fig. 1-1) wherein the

flow stress is temperaÈure and strain-rate sensitiver in other words,

the deformation is thermally activated. The two thermally activated

regions are connected, in some cases, by an athermal region (rr in

Fig. 1-1) in which the yield stress is believed to depend on

temperature only through the shear modulus" (2) Both f.c.c. and

b.c"c. structures have many intersecting slip planes. In general,

the Burgers vectors of glide dislocatÍons in the cubic system are not

perpendicular to Ehat of the foresË dislocations. Therefore the

elastic interaction between glide and forest dislocatíons is quite

strong as compared to those in some hcp metals in which slip is

confined on basal planes.1 In regions L and III, single crystals of

-1-
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exhibit three stages of work-hardening, and after a certain aroount of

defornation, both metals develop similar dislocation substructures.2

rt has been shown quantitatively by saada3, carringror\ et ar! , anð,

Baird and Ga1e5 that the interactíon between glide and forest

dislocations determines, to a large extent, the work-hardening

characteristics in these metals. These facts suffice to suggest a

further investigation so thaÈ a unified dislocation mechanisn for

plastic flow nay be established"

The obstacles encountered by a glide dislocation can in general be

divided into short-range and long-range in nature. The short-range

obstacles are knom to be rate-controlling at 1ow Ëemperatures

(<0.2Tm). The flow stress, T , is then composed of two parts6

T=T*+T u (r-,)
J

where 'r is the effective stress (a1so called the thernal stress)

required to overcome the short range obstacles along with the help of

Èhe thermal fluctuations Ín the crystal lattice, and thus, is

temperature dependent. Tu is the sÈress required for Èhe athermal

overcoming of the long-range ínternal st.ress field. The transition

from region r to region rr is accomplished by the more frequent

therrnal fluctuation available in the crysÈal with increasing

temperature. Thus, T = au tr region rr and the work of deformation is

done entirely by the applied stress. The internar stress in the

tenperature region r and rr has been aÈtributed to the long-range

elastic interaction beÈween a glide dislocation and the dislocatÍons

lying on the parallel and inÈersecting slip planes7. Such el-asËic

-3-



interact.ions can be either attracËive or repulsive. However, Saada3

argued that, in an attractive interaction, a reduction in crystal

energy occurs due to the forrnation of a junction dislocation.

Therefore, the attractive interaction is a stronger obstacle to

dislocation g1ide. sastry and Tangrill h..r" further assumed that

attractive junct.ions are the major sources of int.ernal stress in

region I and II" The transition from region II Ëo III irnplies Ëhat in

region rrr glide dislocations must either overcome directly the

obstacles rvhich cause internal stress in region rr or by-pass such

obstacles. Plastic flow in region rrr is known to be thennarly

activated" Direct overcoming of the elastic interactions requires

considerable energy which is supplied by Èhe external forces. By-

passing the obstacles, such as cross-slip and clirnb, is more

plausible because less energy is requÍred. There is considerable

experimental evidenceB that plastic flow in region III is con¡rolled

by diffusional processes. However, the details of the processes

involved are not yet clearly understood.

The dissimilarities in plastic flow between boc.c" and f.c.c.

metals lie nainly at 1ow temperatures (region I in Fig. l-l)" The

sËriking differences are as follows : (i) The flow stress of b.c.c.

metals in region I is extremely sensitive to temperature and sËrain-

rate. The temperature sensitivity of flow stress is of the order of
,)

1M.l/rnzdeg at the centre temperature of region I in b...". rut"lsl3

as compared ro 0.I MN/n2deg for f.c.c" uerals.tt (2) unlike in f.c.c.

metals, yield stress of b"c.c" metals ís orientation dependent and,

in many cases, the schnid larn¡ is not obeyed. (3) There are at leasÈ

-4-



two sets of slip planes {lI0} and {112} in b.c.c. metals as compared

to one in f.c.c. metals. (4) The stacking fault energies of b.c.c.

metals are generally high" Therefore, widely dissociated dislocatÍons

are not observed. This can affect the cross-s1ip and climb behavior

of dislocations" (5) The flow stress of b.c.c. metals is very

sensitive to iupurity content. The irnpurity atoms, both at

interstitial- and substitutional- sÍtes, can cause hardening and Ín

some temperature and concentration ranges, softening.

rt is now becoming more evident that the differences in fr_ow

behavior between f.c.c. and b,c.c. metals arise frorn the distinct

core strucÈure of screw dislocations in b.c.c. metals. rt v¡as

suggested by Hirsch33 ah", the screw dislocation core in b.c.c.

metal-s coul-d be extended in a non-planar sessile configuratÍon. The

low-energy sessile form must be converted into high-energy glissile

form before movement of the dislocation can occur. rt has been
t5

shown-- Èhat this mechanism can account quantiËatively for the

observed latËice friction stress of the correct nature Ín b.c.c

metals. Therefore, it is a logical path to follow that Ëhe theories

dealing with the low-temperature flow behavior of b.c.c. metals

shourd start with this basic core model of screw dislocations.

The objectÍves of the major part (part r) of the present research

are to study the plastic flow behavior of 4-iron in the Eempeïature

range 0-0"7 Tn and nay be summarized as follows ;

(1) to study the nature of the short-range obstacles which give

rise to the sharp temperature dependence of Èhe flow stress in iron
at low temperatures (region I);

-5-



(2) to study the inpurÍty-dislocation interaction and the

mechanisms of solution hardening and sofftening;

(3) to investigate the rate-controlling short-range obstacles at

high teuperatures (region III);

(4) to study the sources of the internal stresses in the three

temperature regÍons and to project a self-consistent picture of all

the dislocation mechanisms operating in the three temperature

regions.

This study will be limiËed to the region on the deformation

nechanism nap having a strain-rate range of typically IO-6 - iO-2

-1sec"

The study of the mechanical properties of pure iron provides the

background knowledge for the understanding of the behavior of more

comprex iron base aIloys. rn part rr, the deformation behavior of a

two-phase structure with particular reference to dual-phase steels,

will be considered.

A dual phase sËee1 is a mixture of ferrite and martensite" rt is

generally recognized that this new generation of steel would be of

great technological inportance in the future. The work-hardening

characteristic of a series of dual-phase steels will be investigated

using the Bauschinger effect technique.

-6-
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CHAPTER 2

LÍteraËure Review

2"i PLASTIC FLOI^/ OF B"C"C. I'ßTALS AT LOLT TE},IPERATURES

It has been mentioned earlier that there are striking differences

in the plastic flow behavior between f.coco and b.c.c. metals at low

temperatures (region r in Fig" I-1). This is the reason that most of

the recent research activity in b.c.c. metal-s is centered around the

low temperature region. The characteristic flow behavior of. b.c.c.

metals can be attributed, Ín general, to (1) the complexity of the

slip systems in b.c.c. metals and (2) the nature of the short-range

obstacles which resist the moËion of dislocations.

-8-



2"I.T SLIP SYSTEMS IN B.C.C. METALS

Most of the b.c.c. metals except tungsten are anisotropic in their

elastic properties. The degree of anisotropy is measured by the Zener

facËor

21
= lloe--r'rI "12

where C., are the elastic constants. The values of A are listed in1J

Table 1-1.

Table l-l Zener factors for b.c.c. r"trls14

Metal Nb Mo V Cr I,l Ta Fe K ìJa LÍ p-brass

A 0.s1 0 "76 0"79 0.86 r.00 1.56 2"36 6.3s B.rs 9.4 8.4

This anisotropy can influence the energy of a dislocation and íts

mobílity. From theoretical considerations, Reid15 has shown that, for

A < 1, the edge dislocation on {tlO} planes with a (100) Burgers

vectors have the highest mobility. Thus for these metals the

possiblity of (100) slip has to be considered. However there is no

experimental evidence to conclusively support such a slip. The slip-

Iine analysis of Taylor and Elaml6 "ho*" that slip always occurs in

the (lll) closed-packed direction and on the zone planes of this

direction (pencil glide). Christiur,lT has poínted out thaË, in cases

where several slip systems operate, slip-line analysis does not

necessarily reveal the true atorníc slip planes. Tt is possible Ëo use

-9-



transmíssion electron mÍcroscopy (TEM) to determine the Burgers

vectors and the planes in which dislocations 1ie. Based on the TEM

and recent field ion microscopy work, now it is usual to regard that

{110} and {112} are rhe possible atomíc slip planes, bur {123} slip

sti1l remains controversial. Recently, some a(100) and a(ll0)

dislocations have also been observed.lB ,o*"rrur, these dislocations

can usually be attributed to reactions, such as formation of

attractive junctions between a/2(rl1) dislocations. There is no

experimental evidence that a(100) and a(110) type dÍslocations

contribute to s1ip. Therefore, the following analysís will be based

on the assumption that dislocations in s -iron slip on {ilO} and

{rr2l planes in the <Ill> direction. The appearance of these planes

based on the hard-sphere model are shown in the Fig. 2-r. The

stacking sequence of {1I0} is ABABAB. I,Iithin the framework of the

hard-sphere mode1, a perfect dislocation with Burgers vector

b - a/2 [111] on (110) planes can split up inro rhree partial

dislocations with Burgers vectors !r !z and b, according to the
. 19react aon

alz tI 1 tl --) a/8 ti I 0l + a/4 tI I zl + alg tl I ol (2_2)

vitek2O has demonstrated that the Burgers vector f of a partial

dislocation on (110) plane can be generated according to

f =X o a/2 tt I 0l + y " a/2 [0 0 1], 0(x(1 (2-3)

0 ( y ( r.

atomic planes and thusHere f is the relative shift of the adjacent

defines a generalízed stacking fau1t.

-10-
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The stacking sequence of (112) planes is ABCDEFAB. The possible

vectors are

f =x"a/2 11 irl +y"a/2 trl0l e-4)
The f vectors of I/6<111) type have been ptopo""d2l . In fact, they

are the twinning vectors on {112} planes" Since split dislocations

ín b.c.c" crystals are seldom observed in the electron microscope ,

it is generally believed that the stacking fault energy must be high"

However, a b.c.c. lattice can be stable only if the interaction

forces between atoms satisfy either of the following .ondítÍorrr22 :

(1) it is noncentral;

(2) it is a central force but extends beyond the first-nearest

neighbour.

Therefore, the atomistic calculations using the interactions forces

which satisfy the above stability conditions will- generally yield

more reliable results. Vitek23 h"" performed calculations using three

different kinds of ínteractions forces under the stability conditions

and found that there is no stable stacking fault. in b"c"c" crystals.

Basinski, et al .24 h^u. also done a similar calculation in sodium in

which the effective ion-ion potential is well-known, and found no

sËable stacking fault in Ëhe b.c.c" phase. I,Je therefore can conclude

that the Ínstability of a stacking fault is an intrinsic property of

the b"c"c. 1aËtice"

The Schmid law has often been found to be disobeyed in some b.c.c.

metals such as tungst".,1l5, nolybder,.r*116, and niobium.ll3'114 rn"

operating slip system is often noË the system having the highest

resolved shear stress. The anomalous slip occurs j-n UHV annealed

f

-12-



high purity niobiuro single crystals when they are stressed in the

direction corresponding to the center of the standard triangle. The

operating slip systems are the 5th and 7th nost highly stressed

systems of {110}<II1) type.l13'114 rn" anomalous slip has not been

adequately explained. Since niobium has the smallest Zener factor in

Table 1-1, the occurrence of Èhe anomalous slip may be related to the

sna1l Zener factor. The anomalous slip has not been found in b.c.c.

metals r,¡it.h Zener factor greater Ëhan one.
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2"T"2 THE RATE-CONTROLLING SHORT-RANGE OBSTACLES AT LOI^] TEMPERATT]RES

The nature of the short-range obstacles whÍch give rise to the

sharp temperature dependence of flow stress in b.c.c. metals has been

debated for a number of years, but a consensus has not been reached.

The three urodels that have been most commonly advance are :

(i) the Peierls-Nabarro model,

(ii) the dissociated screr¡r dislocation model

and (iii) the solution hardeníng mode1.

The detaíls of these models will be discussed in the following

sections. (i) and (ii) are intrinsic in nature because the frictÍon

forces which resist the dislocatíon motion are consídered to arise

from the b"c.c.laÈtice itsel-f. Model (iii) is extrínsic because it

considers Ëhe dispersed impurity atoms as the cause of hardening.

One factor which may have hindered the unambiguous differentiation

between intrinsic and extrinsic effects is that the materials used by

the earlier workers \,¡ere not suff iciently pure. stein and co-
-25rÀTorkers - used zirconium purified hydrogen to reduce the carbon

concentration in iron to less than l0-5 ppr. Altschuler and

christian26 r.r"rr.ed the flow stress of this material and found that

the flow stress sti1l depended sensitively on temperature and strain-

rate. rn the present work, we have investigated the temperature and

strain-rate sensitivities of the flow stress of high purity Arsr

iron (C = 3.5 ppm) and found a substantial lattice contribution to

the flow stress. Therefore, it will be concluded rhat the rate-

controlling obstacles in pure b.c.c. iron at low temperatures are

inËrinsic in nature. Since the flow stress of less pure iron depends
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sensÈively on the impurity content, our major task no\,/ is to

investigate the role of irnpurity atoms in modifying the flow stress.
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2"1"3 THE SOLUTION HARDENING MODEL

The proponents of the solution hardenÍng model consider the

ínteraction of a glide dislocation with strain fields around

dispersed solute atoms, particularly, the tetragonal strain field

produced by interstitial solutes" The yield stress has been found to

depend on the concentration of the interstitial solutes for

concentrations below about 200 wtppm.25' 27 This has often been used

as the supporËing evidence for the solution hardening mode1.

28Fleischer-- assumed an interaction force

F = F., (*/a + t)-2 e-5)U

where F^ is the maximurn force at x=0 (fi1. Z-Z)
U

The extra_energy required to surmount the barrier is given byI
.ttLc =J F " dx - DF (2-6)

o aPP

where F^__ is rhe applied force (Fíg. 2-2)"app

Fig. 2-2 Fleischer's force-disÈance

In a thermally activated process, aG is supplied

fluctuations in the crystal. Based on equation (2

curve

by the thermal

- 5), Fleischer has
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derived a simple functional relationship for

temperatures.

ühe effective stress and

-t-a-

(2-7)
¿

where a0 is the effective stress at zero temperature and Tc, the

transition temperature between region r and rr in Fig. (l-1).

Equation (z-l) fits very well the experimental data of lithium

fluoride doped \,¡ith 80 ppn of magnesium.2S ,a also fits the earlier
29data i-n iron-- between 300 and 77 K. rn view of this, some

",rthor"27' 
30 h"rr" concluded that the interstitÍal- sol-ute atoms are

the cause of hardening at low temperatures. rt will be shown later

Ëhat the result.s of our invesÈigation at tenperatures below 77K, a

temperature range more suited for a discriuinating appraisal of

Fleischer's model, deviate significantly fron equation (2 - 7)"
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2"T"4 THE PEIERLS MODELS

As first pointed out by peierls 31, at" energy of a straight
disl-ocation is a periodic function of positÍon in a directíon
perpendicular to the close-packed di_rection. The amplitude of the

Peierls energy nay be estirnated in terns of the variation in the

atomic binding energies in the dislocation core. rt is necessary to
apply a forcer Tn b, per unit length of disrocation to move the

dislocation over the Peierls potentÍal hill mechanically. The earlier
estimate of the peierls stress rp by peierl"31 

"rrd 
N"b"rro32 gíves

.o = Irexp (-zfw /b) (2 - 8)

where w ís the width of disrocations. EquatiorL (2 - B) is derÍved

from a sinusoidal foree-distance curve. w has been considered to

vary between 1-10b. Assuming even a rather 1ow value of w = 3b, the

Peierls stress is to-9 / which is seven orders of rnagnitude less

than the theoretical shear stress. Therefore, equation (2 - B) under-

esËirnates the peierls stress. Guyot and Dorn5O hrrr" shown thaÈ the

magnitude of the peierls stress is sensitive to the atonic force l_aw

used in the calculation. The question that arises is why Ëhe peierls

stress ín b.c.c- metals should be so nuch higher than that in f.c.c.
metals of comparable ¡nelting points. If the peierls barrier is indeed

the rate-conÈrolling obstacle to dislocation motion in b.c.c" metars

at lol¡ tempgraÈures, then the higher peierls stress in these metal_s

must have a common crystallographic origin. This inportant conclusion

was pointed ouË by Hirsch33 in 1960" He suggested that the phenomena

attributed Ëo a large Peierls barrier ín b.c.c. metals rrrere related
to the threefold synmetry of (Ill) screw dislocation axes. This is
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borne out by recent aËomistic calculat.iorr".23'24'94 The displacement

field near the core has the same crystal symmetry along Èhe

dislocation line. Under zero external stress, the core of scre\4r

dislocatíon in b.c.c. structure will relax into a starlike

arrangement v¡ith threefold symneLry, in contrast. t.o the twofold

ribbonlike arrangement of edge dislocations in b.c"c. and all

dislocations in f.c.c. structureo It is obvious that an extended

screw dÍslocation with three-fold symrnetry would not be able Ëo glide

easily and that its core would have to undergo a major modification

before the dislocat.ion can g1ide. Hence a high Peierls barrier is

expecËed for screw dislocation in b.c"c. metals" In simple physical

terms Ëhe high Peierls stress in b.c.c" metals arises solely from the

need to effect the sessile-glissile transformation of screw

dislocations. This concept has been further extended by several

a,.rthors34' 35 *ho suggest that the core of the screw dislocations in

boc.c. metals, is dissociated into different slip planes, but the

width of the dissociation is only a few Burgers vectors" In the

uodern sinplest forn, the theory assumes that Èhe core of a scre\¡¡

dislocation is extended into the two slip planes {i10} and {llzl¡

commonly observed in the boc.c. metals, Fig. (2-3a). Thus, the low

Fie. (2-3) (a)

{r10}

dissociation into

and {ll2} planes"

(b) constriction into

{110} planes"

1H
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energy form of the dislocation is sessile. Before movement of the

díslocation can occur, the low energy sessile form must be converted

into a higher energy glissile form by constricting the core into the

slip p1ane, Fig. (2-3b)" A representative sessile dissociation for a

a/2 [1 1 1] screw dislocation is Èhat proposed by Foxallret al.34:

a/2 11 T 1l --> a/B to I rl

+ a/6[rTr]
+ a/24 L 8 s sl

on (0 I 1)

on(II1)or(12I)

at the intersection.

This dissociation involves simple stacking faults on {llo} and {I12}

Èypes of slip planes" This model has the advantage of being able to

explain the observed orientation dependence of the yield stress of

b.c"c. metals. Because of the nonplanar nature of the core, the

nobility of a dislocation will depend not only on the resolved shear

stress on the slip plane, but also on that in the constríction p1ane.

In Fig. (2-3b), the arroüi narked soft direction ind.icates thar

movement of the dislocation in this direcËion is easier because the

applied stress assists the constriction, while the hard-direction

requires constriction against Ëhe applied stress. Furthermore, since

the parÈial dislocation, a/8 t0 T 1l on the (0 I I) plane is of mixed

character, the core confÍguration will be responsive to t.he shear

stresses acting normal to the toÈal Burgers vector of the

undissociaËed. screw dislocaËion. Based on this node1, Duesbery35 h""

deduced the following orientation dependence of the axial yield

stress for {110} and {112} s1ip,
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o [ror] (t) ì o [oor] (t) (2-e)

o [ror] (") ì o [oor] (t) r2-lo)
rvhere g [0 0 I] is rhe axial yield srress in rhe t00ll direcrion,
and c and t represent compression and Ëension, respectively. These

are in qualitative agreement with the experimenËal observaËiorr.l7

SÍnce the extension of a screl¡r dislocation core is only a few Burgers

vectors, the guantitative treatment in terms of elastic interactions

between the partial dislocations and of stacking-fault energies is
dÍfficult Ëo justify. As a consequence 

'oore attention is paid Èo

atomistic calculations. The general features which have been found

so far are listed below:

(l) The core of a (1ll) screw dÍslocation has three-fold symms¡¡y.

The extensÍon occurs on the three zone planes {llO} .23'24'95

(2) A quantity ca1led 'rpolarity" can be defined in such a way that.

a positive polarity is assigned to the situation where the relaxatÍon

dísplacement of Ëhe atoms closest to the core is in the directÍon of

Èhe Burgers vector, and negatÍve porarity to the opposite case.94,95

since the energy of a dislocation does not depend on the sign of the

polarity, the occurrence of screw dislocations in either polarity

should be equally probable. The "constriction'r on a straight

dislocation is viewed as the site of changing polarity.94

(3) A screl¡/ dislocaËion can advance to the next peierls potential

valley by throwing out double-kinks and by sideways motion of kínks.

consequently, trì7o types of peierls potentials can be distinguished.
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The priroary Peierls potential is encounted during the nucleation of

double-kinks" The secondary potential is encountered during

mÍ-gration of kinks. Attempts have been made to determine the

activation energies of these te¡o processes and the effects of

inpuriËy atoms on the activation energies using internal friction

Ëechnique" (There exists an extensive literature in this specific

field of study. see, for instance, 94196-100 and the references cited

in theni. )

The results of atomistic calculations are generally sensitive to

the interatomic potentials used. such potentÍals are not well-known

in transÍtional b"c.c. metals. The calculations made on alkali metals
. 109 i10sucn as sodaum and potassium--- should be more reliable, because

the well established pseudo-potential method is applÍcable on these

metals. unfortunately 1ow-temperature experiment on b.c.c. sodium is

not possible due to the martensitic transformation. Recent

calculations done on potassirr*110 predict an orientation depend.ence

of yield sÈress in qualÍtative agreement with experimenËa1 results.

The potassium crystals used by Basinski, et a1.1I0 u." not very pure,

having resistivity ratios between room temperature and 4.2 K of only

200. The extrinsic effects will probably show up at such low puriry

as will be discussed in the following section.
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2"7"5 THE SOLUTION SOFTENING IN DILUTE IRON BASE AILOYS

There exÍsts an extensive literature on the solution softening Ín
dilute b.c.c. a1loys. since Ëhe softening phenouena in various b.c.c.
a11oys are quite similar, the review in this section will be based on

the experi¡oental data in iron based alloys. The study of alroy
softening effect may help us to identify the rate-controrling
obstacles at low temperatures.

There are tr¡7enty-eight elements, includÍ-ng self-interstitíals of
iron, which cause softening in iron.36rI12 The substiÈutj.onal

elements such as cobalt and chronium cause only hardening, whereas

nickel and manganese mây cause hardening or softening, dependÍng upon

temperature of deformation. The alloying elements may be classified
into two types. (l) The potent hardeners, such as C, N, Mn, Ni, Si,
Pt, etc.' cause strong hardening at high temperatures. The yield
stressr in this case, increases with decreasing temperature and

reaches a uaximum around 300K. Then, it drops sharpry between 300 and

200K and fal1s below the yield stress of unalloyed Í.ron between roo _

200K' (2) cobalt and chromium are not effective strengtheners above

300K. They do not cause softening at lower temperatures.

There is a criËical concentration for each alloying element which
produces maximum sofËening and this concentration is inversely
proportional to the effectiveness of the solute as a sËrengthening

agent.36 crrbon is a potent hard.ener above 300 K. Therefore, rg0

aËppn carbon is enough to cause maximuu sofÈening in iron.37 ro,
nÍtrogen, which is a less potent hardener, the criticar_ concenÈration

is about 600 atppm.38 Fo. most substitutional sorutes, the critical
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conceritration is in the neighbourhood of 3 
^tZ.J6

Recent in situ studieslOl 'n HVEM have shovrn that, in the

temperature and concentration ranges when solution softening occurs

in the Fe-c system, Ehe movement of screrr dislocations is

characterized by jerky g1ide, in sharp contrast to the relatively

smooth motion of screw dislocations observed in high purity iron. The

jerky glide has been interpreÈed by these authors101,I02 as due ro

irnpurity-assisted nucleation of double-kinks.

Irradiation r,rith 2 MeV electrons also causes softening in Battelle

iron at 60K.103 However, these authors do not separate the thermal

and aÈhermal components of the flow stress. The sofÈening could be

due to the reduction in internal stress.

Three explanations have been given for solution softening. (i)

Ravi-Giba1a39 rodel is based on the Fleischer theory of solution

hardeni.ng, i.e., the rate -controlling obstacles at 1ow te4peratures

in b.c.c. metals are the impurity atoms. Their reason for Ëhe

occurrence of solution softening is that chemical scavenging takes

place among the soluËe atoms and thereby reduces the dislocation

pinning centers" rt is quite probable that scavenging effects exist.

Titanium, for example, will preferentially attract carbon atoms to

form carbides. However, if this is the cause of softening, it r,rould

occur ín the entire low temperature region. solution sofÈening is

generally observed beÈween 100 - 300 K and hardening aÈ both

temperature exËrenes. solution sofËening has been found to occur

regardless of whether the solute atons are substituÈional or

interstiÈia1, whether the solute reacts strongly or not with
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interstitial solutu".36 Therefore, soluÈe scavenging cannot be the

cause of softening. (2) saËo - Meshii4O nodel is based. on the

Pei-erls mode1, i.e., the rate-controlling mechanism for pure b.c.c.

metals at 1ow temperatures is the overconing of the peierls barrier

by screw dislocation. They consider the motion of a screw dislocation

through a combined field of peierls potential and nisfit strain
produced by solute atons and find that the nisfit strain assists the

nucleation of double-kinks, but inpedes the sideward motion of kinks.

The results of Èheir calculation predÍct that solution hardening

occurs in the higher temperature range (T > ioo K) and softening at
lower temperatures. Again this is inconsistent wit.h experimental

observations thaË softeníng occurs between 100 and 300 K for most

solutes in iron. (3) l,Iuthrích and rrank4l unify the solution

hardening model of Fleischer and the dissociated dislocation model to
develop their explanation of solution softening. They assume that

solute atoms impede sessile - glissile transfornation of screw

dislocations" The result of their calculation is in qualitative

agreeEent with experimental observations. That is, solute atoms cause

softening between 100 and 200 K and hardening at other temperatures.

The physical reason for the occurrence of softening is Èhat the

activation energy for the constriction of an extended screw

dislocation is proportional to the average distance between tr^ro

neighboring solute atoms" This energy decreases ¡+ith increasing

solute concenÈration. lle ¡r¡il-l discuss this rnodel again in more detail

in section 4"1.3"
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In summary, Êhe extended screrrr dislocation core nodel is the most

proroising model to explain the strong teuperature sensitivity of flow

sÈress in iron at Iow temperatures. solute atoms do cause strong

hardening and, in some temperatlrre and concentrati_on ranges,

softening in iron.
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2.2. PT.ASTIC FLOI,J AT INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH TEMPERATURES

rt has been mentioned in the previous section that rnobile

dislocations Ín b.c.c. rtetals at 1ow temperatures encounter t\¡ro

types of barriers. They are the localized peierls barrier and the

long-range internal stress due to the interaction with another

dislocation or a group of dislocations . The effective stress whÍch

acts on a mobile dislocation is T* = T - ,(þ " As the temperature

increases, the available energy fluctuations in the lattice also

increase. consequently the'r* decreases. A transition temperature,

T^ can be practically determined such that at T > T^ T* =0. ThatLt ct

is in Region II, the localized Peierls barrier becomes transparent to

the screw dislocations. The deformation is done enËirely by the

applied stress to overcome the long-range stress. The characteristic

features observed in b.c.c. metals at 1o\^r temperatures, such as long

straight screl^r dislocations, delayed ce1l fornation, and the

invalidation of schmid 1aw, vanish in region rr. As pointed out in

section I deformation behavíor of b.c.c. metals ín region rr

ressembles that of f.c.c. metals. The important point here is the

origin of T,, . Les1iu36 hr" shown that the athermal- behavior of ironlr

in region II is observed only in the case of the initial yield stress

and that the flow stress is again temperaÈure dependent. sastryeet
It

ar." also observed similar behavior in copper, copper - aluminum

al1oy, and nolybdenum. rf Tu is due to the long-range elastic

interactíon between dislocation stress fields, it is difficult to

explain why the flow stress in region rr is temperature dependent at

larger sËrains. FurËhermore, as the temperature increases, the yield
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and flow stresses depend on tenperature and strain rate again (i.e.,

region rrr of Fig. 1-t). The long-range stress field between

dislocations can not be overcome by Ëhermal activation in thÍs

temperature range. Therefore, Tu in regions r and rr can not be

ascríbed sole1y to Èhe long-range elastic interaction between

dislocations.

The high tenperature plastic flow (region rrr) is also thermally

activated" Follov¡ing the sarne concept as in region r, the obstacles

to dislocation motion can be divided into long - range and short -
range obstacles. However, the nature of these obstacles have yet Ëo

be clarified. rn the following tr+o sections we consider Ëhe

intersection and diffusion controlled processes.
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2 "2 " I INTERSECTION MECHANISM

I,Ihen a díslocation glides on its slip plane, it will meet forest

dislocations piercing through the slip plane. such elastic

interactions betl¡een mobile and forest dislocations are relatively

strong in the f"c"c" and b.c"c. structures because the Burgers vector

of a mobile dislocation is not, in general, perpendicular to the

Burgers vector of the forest dislocation. The interaction can be

eíther attractive or repulsive depending on the relative orientations

of the Burgers vectors" The stresses required to cut an attractive

or a repulsive forest dislocation would be exactly the same if the

dislocations vrere straight and rigid under the action of stress.

carringtonret a1.4 "nd saada3 have studied this probLem in some

detail and concluded that iÈ is more difficult on the average for a

nobile dislocation to cut across an atËractive tree than a repulsÍve

one, because dislocations are flexible. rn the attractive case, the

quadruple node (Fig. 2 - 4) will split into tr^ro triple nodes. This

reaction reduces energy and therefore stabilizes the system.

Fig" 2 - 4 JunctÍon Reaction
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2.2 "2 DIFFUSION CONTROLLED PROCESSES

There exists ample evidence in the literature that the diffusion
controlled processes do play an Í-mportant role in the high

temperaÈure plastic f]ow of uetals. sherby and Burke42 
^nd 

sherby and

¡ti11er43 have compiled the existing data and come to Ëhe conclusion

that the activation energies for the steady state creep are equal to

Ëhe self-diffusional energies. since the diffusional processes are

thermally activated, the steady state strain rate is usually

described by an enpirical constitutive equation of the Arrhenius form

ej= f (o, o, T) exp (-Q/t<r) (2_I5)

where f(o'o'T) is a function of applied. stress, stacking fault energy

and temperature' and Q is Ëhe activation energy for steady sËate

creep which Ís equal to the serf-diffusion energy Qro. rottowÍng

Mukherjeeret a1.r44 ah" function f is represented by a power function
of stress" Equation (2-15) can be rewriÈten as

r"=A (¡:b/kr¡ (o/¡r)nn ;46)
where ¡: is the shear modulus and D is the self-diffusion coefficient.

A' contains the stacking fault energy and structure factors. The

power n varies between I and 5, depending on stress. The description

of steady-state creep in terms of equation (2-16) is only

phenomenological and is not always perfect, as has been pointed out

by Poirier.45 H" has shovm Ëhat the Arrheníus plots of five pure

metals are concave upwards and Èhat the region where the activation
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Fig.2-4shows

neets a tree BB'

dislocation CC'

br=b,*b^
-J -a

that a mobile dislocation AA' of Burgers vector b,

of Burgers vector br. They react Ëo for¡n a junction

of Burgers vector br,

Since the self-energy of a dislocation line is

square of its Burgers vector, the reaction in

energetically favorable if
21'b;+b;>bã

From equation (2-1I) r^re get

-? 2 tb;+b;*z!r.Þz=bâ
Therefore, for a junction reaction to occur, one must

b,.b^<0
-r -¿

( 2-11)

proportional to the

equation (2-I1) is

(2-r2)

(2-13)

have

2
saada's' quantitative estimate shows that the hardening due

attractive trees predomÍnates over that due to the repulsive

and also over the hardening due to the long - range elastic

(2-14)

to the

trees

interacËion betÍ/een dislocations. sastry and Tangrill hrrr" proposed

that the attractive junctions are the main source of internal stress

at Iow and intermediate teuperatures. This mechanism v¡i11 be

discussed in more detail in section 4.
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energies for creep and self-diffusion coincide is limited, usually

begins only about 0.6 or 0"7 Tm and does not always extend to the

melting point. He therefore suggests that there exist para1le1

mechanisms which are competitive wíth the diffusion controlled climb

at T ) 0.5 Tm. In response, Sherby and Weertr.r,46 argue that Q ( QSn

observed for some metals at temperatures near 0"5 Tm can be explaÍned

in terms of the dislocation pipe diffusion. Their evídence in support

of the contention that the diffusion controlled process is the rate-

controlling mechanism for steady-state creep is that the activation

energy for creep is equal to the activation energy for self-diffusion

for 2I metals"

The theories based on diffusion-controlled dislocation motion can

be classified into tl,ro groups: those based on the glide of jogged

screl.v dislocations and theories based on climb of edge dislocations.

The theories based on the glide of jogged screvr dislocations are

concerned with the chemical force on the jog. The chemical force

arises from the nonequilibrium vacancy concentrations near the jog

¡¿hen Ít moves nonconservatively by absorbing or emiËting vacancies.

The problems associated with this model are :

(f) the densities of vacancy absorbing and emÍtting jogs and

(2) the diffusion parh.

The jogs on a screw dislocation can be created eiLher by

intersection with forest dislocations or by Ëhermal activation such

thatas cross-s1íp. Based on Cottrell's theorem, Inleert*arr7l 
"ag.r""

Èhere is a net number of vacancy absorbing jogs on a screw

dislocation. Othersl04'105 
""",me that the two types of jogs
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equally probable" The distribution of jogs affect the diffusion path

of vacancies. rf both types of jogs are distributed on a scre!¡

dislocation, the fast diffusion path would be the dislocation core.

However, if only one type of jog is a1lowed, the rattice diffusion is
quite possible" The resulting strain rate equation depends on the

choice of these assumptions" For exampre, if both type of jogs are

equally probable, the steady-state strain rate is given byI04

i?,
e = 2TT ps DZ (b/a)- sinh (ob'¿"/2kr)

where 0" is the nobile screv¡ dislocation density, D the diffusion
coefficient depending on the choice of diffusion path, z d'e number

of atoms per unit cell, and .Q, the interjog spacing. oÈher symbors

have the usual meaning" The primary difficulty of the jogged screw

dislocation model is the prediction of the stress exponent in the

strain rate equation. Our present data indicate t.haË [ decreases with

increasing st.ress. Therefore, the stress dependence of Èhe steady-

state strain rate in the above equation would be essentially

contained 'tt 9s . This requires that 9" is at least proportional to
the fourth power of stress. This is not in accord with the well
establised rule that dislocation density is proportional to the

square of sÈress. Furthermore, if the strain rate is controlled by

the motion of screw dislocations, then there would be more screrd

dislocations than edge dislocations in the deformed crystals. This is
in contradiction with experimental_ observaÈiorr".44

The theories based on clinb of edge dislocations can be divided

into two main groups. (l) Nabarro's creep theoryl06 ."",rrus that the

strain is produced by clirob of edge dislocation. This Èheory
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underesÈimates the steady-state strain rate for nost pure ,"t"1-".47

(2) I,Ieertr'an's creep theoryTl and its variant"4T assuue that strain

is produced by glide and t.hat the strain rate is controlled by the

climb at the head of pile-ups. The argument against this model is

that pile-ups are noË generally observed.

In pure metals after deformation in region III, dislocations

usually arrange themselves into 3-dinensional network. Several

high tenperature deforrnation theori""73'7 6,r07, 10B rr. concerned wj-th

the growt.h of network based essentially on the classical_ recovery-

creep concept" Again, the strain rate equations differ from theory to

theory, depending on the specific assumptions made on the clinb

processes and the diffusion path. Evans and Knowl""76 
"orr"ider the

climb of link dislocatÍons as well as nodes and derive a more general

type of strain rate equation gíven by

e = cnnsr"". # r 
'1;r, 

+ ry;: I

where Dn is Ëhe pipe diffusion coefficient. spingarnret a1.63 d".irru

a similar equation as above by taking into consideraËion the

curvature of dislocations during climb. These theories pred.Í_ct a

stress exponent which may vary betrveen 3 and 5, depending on the

dominant diffusion path.

The dis]ocation distribution during steady-state flow is

inhomogeneous. High densities of dislocatj-on are found in the

subboundaries and at least one order of nagnitude less in the

subgrain. Therefore, the network growth model would be more

applicable at Ëhe subboundaries.
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The inhornogeneity of dislocation disËribution would also give rise

Ëo the internal stress. several authors4S'49'105 trku the view that

the internal stress at steady-state flow is esÈablíshed by the

balance between strain hardening and recovery. strain hardening is

caused by glide-control-led generation of dislocations, while recovery

is due to climb-controlled annÍhilation of dislocations. Therefore,

glide and climb are interdependent processes.

rn conclusion, there is considerable evidence that the steady-

staËe flow of pure metals is controlled by diffusj-on. However, our

understanding of the rate-controlling mechanism is stil1 incomplete.

The theories based on the cl-imb of edge dislocations generally

predict that the strain rate is proportional to third power of

stress, whereas stress exponents greater than 4 are usually observed.

The formation of dislocation substructure and internal stress

associated wÍth it should be carefully investigated.
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2"3" THERI'IODYNAÌ,ÍICS 0F PLASTIC FLOIII

rt ís generally accepted thar the plastic flow of metals at lov/

and high temperatures (region r and rrr) ís thernally activared" The

shear strain-rate is given by the general equation of Arrhenius type

e = eo ('r,T) exp(-Ac/kr)

(2-17)

where :" = NArb y' ,

N = density of activation site,

Ar= area swept after a successful event,

v = vibration frequency of the dislocation segment,

'r = flow or ef fective stress,

AG = Gibbs free energy = AII - T AS

aG cannot be evaluated directly from the experimental data. The

problen here is Ëhat the pre-exponential factor ;" is not known.

There are tr¡ro \,rays one can proceed further : (l) build a theoretical

model and deriv" è"(<rT) in terms of the known quantities such as

temperaÈure and stress5oi (2) make an assumption Èhat ;, is a

certain function of 'r and t.51 ¡'o11owing ej-ther of these meÈhod.s, one

can evaluate A G frorn equation (2-17),

aG=krtn rå,tå ) (2-18)

A G can be visualized from the obstacle-dislocaÈion inÈeraction force

diagran (Fíe, 2-5)"
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Fig. 2-5 Force Distance Diagram

Under the force F*' the equilibrium positions "r. xl 
"rrdI

shaded area is G. Therefore, G may be written as

J

*2 The

(2-re)

in the
&

-x, is

), or

(2-20)

J

x,)^
lc- (-rax- r^

J*x1"

where !. i" the length

activation process" The

usually represented by
¿¿

volumeV =bA ,í.e.
*:t**v =bA =bL(x2_*t)

:t*b f.(xr_x, )

of the dislocation segment involved

slip distance during activation xl

rhe acrivaEion "tea A* = l, ( "; - "i
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The total free energy is given by

Fdxauo -

(2-2r)

v¡hich is the free energy at zero effective stress, an important

characteristic of the obstacle. The activation enthalpy, entropy, and

volume are given by the thermodynamic relaÈionships

Ac= AH-T^s (2-22)

Xq

J'
,.1

V*=-
T

These thermodynarnic

the raÈe-controlling

variables are useful for

obstacles. Again Ëhese
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(2-24)
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the identification of

variables cannot be

* = [-]fiT#J.

as = -(#r-)
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determined directly fron

assumptions. The apparent

enthalpy are defined by

AG= AH * V*r

= kr (#*)

^H 
=_kl$È'Ì =_rv* rgir.a "[ðrf, J -"a 'âT'e

t T' 'r*

Equation (2-26) and ( 2-27) can be obrained from
o¿

setting eô= constant. Therefore rVrand AH.,

true thermodynamic variables defined by equation

It has been shornm by Surek, et al .51 ahra j G can
*

and V by

experimental data withouË making furËher

or experiuental activation volume and

(2-26)

(2-27)

(2-23) and (2-25) by

in general, are not

(2-23) and (2-25).

be evaluated from H

4u-
dT

the obstacle-dislocation

shear modulus / ,

(2-28)

interact ion

V

T

T

u

based

force

F = p(T)e(x)

where g(x) is an

calculated frorn

'r- T dur- u dr
the assumption that

proportional to the

on

is

unspecified

experimental

funcÈion

data in
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( 1) é; 
"ott" 

tant , (2) Ë"i" r function of modulus reduced stress

eo = f (t /Ð. Then,

AG=

Tdu
udT
dU
dT ( 2-30 )

IÈ will be shown that the first condition, i.e. eo = constant, is

satisfied by the Ferrovac E iron at low temperatures. rn this case,
¡

AH = AH^ V - V^*, and ÂG toAH_. The condirion (2) is found ro holdara'--a
Ín the high tenperature deformation of Fe, l"lg, Zr, and, i...52

**AH+V'rêaa
.Tl-

u
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERII'{ENTAL PROCEDI]RES

3.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION

The vacuum-induction-melËed Ferrovac E iron was purchased from

Crucible Steel Company of America. The chernical analysis in wtZ is

shown in Table (3-i)" Rods of I2.5 x l2.5rom cross-section were cut

from Èhe as-received slab and cold-swaged into a diameter of 6.5rnur

without intermediate anneal. They were machined into cylindrical

specimens of dimensions 2 cn(gauge length) by 3 rnur(diameter) with

I/4" x 20 threaded ends. Annealing at B50o C for one hour

resulted in an average grain diameter of 48 p m. These specimens r¡tere

used for both cryogenic and high temperature tests. The ultra-high

purity iron used at low temperature tests was produced at the

Battelle Laboratory of the American Iron and Steel Institute, bearing

the identification number I22-d. The inpurity contents are sho¡.in in

Table (3-2). The cylindrical specimens having dinensions 2 cm (gauge

length) by 3.5 nrn (diameter) were machined from this material.

Heating in the dynanic vacuum of 5 x 10-6 torr at 8000 C for t0

minutes produced an average grain diameter of I mm.
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Table (3-t)

Chenical Analysis of Ferrovac E Iron in wt%

CMnpSSiNiCr
0.005 0"001 0.002 0.006 0.006 0"02r 0.002

Mo V I.l Co Cu A1 Sn
0.001 <0.004 0.01 0.003 0.001 0.01 "003

PbNO
0.0005 0.003 0.03
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Table 3-2 Analysis

are Ppm

Oxygen

|rlitrogen

Hydrogen 0.t6
Calbon

Conbustion-Conductomet.rlc 3.5

Sul fu¡
l,,lass Spectromete¡

ì.00

TotaL nonmetallic impurities I

Nonmetal I ì c lmnrrriti es

2.5

1.0

of AISI-Batte1le iron. All analvses

by weight.

Metal 1 ic TmnLr¡itieq ôftpn netpctpd
With the Mass Snectrometer

(Impurities not detected are cienoted
N together with the estimated

rletectìon Iimits)

Aluminum 2.000 NickeL
Arsenic 0"100 Phosphorus
Boron 0.002 Potassium
Calcium 5.000 Silicon
Chromium ì.000 Sodium

Cobalt 0.200 Tantalum
Columbium N<0.050 Tin
Copper 10.000 Titanium
Germanium N<2"000 Tungsten
Magnesium 0..l000 Vanadium

Manganese 3.000 Zínc
MolybdenumN<0.050 Zi¡conium

N<.l.000
0.050
0.030

N<0.500
3.000

N<0.300
0.050
0.100
0.050

N <0. 050

N <0. 200
N<.|.000

Total detected metallic irnpurities 27 .
(Includes values ma¡ked ¡( except germanium,
and vaLues underLined beJ.o:.r plus an arbi-
trary 2 ppm aluminum. )

Metal.lic lmpurities not [Jsually Detected With the Mass Spectrometer

Antimony
Barium
Beryl 1 ium
Bismuth
Bromine

Cadmium
Ce¡ium
Cesium
Ðysprosium
Erbium

Europium
Gadol inium
Gallium
Gol.d
Hafnium

N<0 
" 02

N<0.02
t{<0.005
N<0.0.¡
N<0. l

N<0.2
N<0.01
N<0. 0l
t{<0.03
t{<0.05

N<0.02
t{<0.03
N<0.05
N<0. l
N<0.03

Holmium
Indium
Iodine
Iridium
Lanthanum

Lead
Lithium
Lutetium
Mercury
Neodymium

Osmium
Pal Iadium
Pl atinun
Praseodymium
Rhenium
Rhodium

N<0.02
N<0.5
N<0.03
N<0.02
N<0.0ì

0.03
N?0;002
N<0.0i
N<0.03
N<0. I

l'l<0.03
N<0. 02

0.5
i¡.õTz
N<0. 02

2.0

Rubidium
Ruthenium
Samarium
Scandium
Selenium

S i lve¡
Strontium
TeI luri um

Terbium
ThaL I ium

Thorium
ThuI ium
Uranium
Ytte¡bium
Yttrium

N<0 
" 02

N<0" 02
N<0.03
N<0. I 00
N< 2.00

N<0.05
N<0.02
N<.l.0
N<0. 0ì
N<0.02

N<0.01
N<0. 03
N<0.0.l
N<0.03
N <0.05
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3.2 THE CRYOSTAT AND HIGI1 TEMPERATURE APPARATUS

The cryostat design, capable of mai¡¡¿ining constant temperatures

between 2 ar'd 300 K, is shown in Fig" (3-1). In the temperature range

77 to 300 K, the inner dewar is filled v/irh liquid nitrogen. Below

77 K liquid heliun is used, The specimen is cooled by the heliun gas

trapped in the diving be1l. Any desired temperature above the normal

boiling point of refrigerant is achieved by regulating the power

input into the heating elements of the upper and lower specimen

grÍps. The poner input to the heating coils is automatically

controlled by a cryogenic Research company Temperature controller

model TC - I03. The temperature of the specimen is accurately

monitored by the germanium and carbon resistance thermometers located

at Ëhe center and the top end of the specimen. The temperature

flucÈuation along the specimen can be controlled within 10 K. Tests

above room temperature were conducted in argon atmosphere. The

stainless steel specimen chamber v/as surrounded by a three-zone

furnace" The tenperature of the specimen r¡ras monitored by a

Pt - Pt + 13% Rh thernal couple.
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3.3 TESTING PROCEDURE.

(A) Low temperature tensile deformation (T < 300 K).

All the Ferrovac E specimens rrere pre-strained at room temperature to

beyond Lüder's straín region (.¿ 3"52 strain) to prevent inhomogenous

deformaËion and to inhibit twinning at 1ow temperatures" The high

purity AISI iron was fairly ductile at 1ow tenperatures" No yield

drop and twinning were observed. As such, all these specimens were

tested wíthout any pre-straining at room temperature. Two types of

tes t were perf orrned :

1. Differential-temperature tests.

The specimen was deformed at temperature T, at a strain rate of

-ì0.0025 min. '. Then the cross-head \,/as stopped and the temperature of

the specimen Ìr7as decreased by a few degrees to T2. The plastic flow

vras resumed at T, Fig. 3-2a. If the dislocation structure remained

constant during the ËemperaÈure change, then the increase in the flow

stress could be attributed to the increase in the thermal component

of the flow stress" The temperature sensitivity of the effective
*

stress, AT / a t, could be evaluated.

2. Strain rate cycling tests.

The specimen r¡ras deformed into the plastic region at a given

temperature employing a base strain rate of 0.0025 rir,.-1, Then the

strain rate was increased by a factor l0 and the change in the flow

stress measured" If we made the assumption that the long-range

internal stress remained constant at the moment of strain rate

increase, then Èhe increase in flow sËress could also be attributed

to the increase in the effective stress. The strain rate
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sensitivity of the ef fective stress , ar*/ol,tt È. , could be evaluated.

The temperature was decreased by 5 to l5o K and the accompanying

change in flow stress was noted. The strain rate cyclÍng test was

again imposed at the ner^/ temperature. These data were used to

evaluate the activation volume and enthalpy.

(B) High temperature tensíle defornation.

Two types of tests were performed: (I) strain rate cycling tests

IÀ/ere carried out up to 50"/" strain at temperatures between 300 and

B00o c. The cottrell-strokes ratio was calculated from the flow

stress change associated with a factor 2 change in the strain rate

divided by the flow stress, Fig. (3-zu¡. These dara were also used ro

calculate activation volumes. (2) The second type of t.ests rvere

performed to determine the yield stress and the steady state flow

stress. The specimens were pulled to fracture between 400 and g00o c

in the strain rate range 1o-5 to Bxl0-3 
""".-1 th" creep-lik e rogo-

versus log É relationship were established.

Differential-temperature tesÈs, (b) sËrain rate

cycling tests.

T_"
AO

(b)

Fie" (3-2) (a)
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4"i PLASTTC FLOW 0F cx-rRON BETWEEN 0-300K (RncroN r)

The two factors which rnay have hindered the unambiguous

identification of the rate-controlling obstacles in region r are (1)

the presence of impurities in iron and (2) the effective stres" d

data below 77 K" rnpurity atoms can increase or decrease the flow

stress of iron depending on their concentratíon and temperature.

.Among the elemenËs investigated so far, carbon is Èhe most effecËive

to cause hardening ín iron. The present work includes materials of

two different purities : (1) Èhe Ferrovac E iron rvhich is most

commonly used by the previous investigators and (2) the AISI-Battel1e

iron which is produced at Battelle Laboratory.

Most of the reports in the literature regarding the low

temperature deformation behavior of iron are concerned with yield

stress rather Èhan the effective stress measurements. One encounters

two major problems in the yierd stress measurements. Firstly , the

initial yield stress is more sensitive to the sensitívity of the

machine even whèn Èhe yield criteria such as the proportional linit

and yield stress at 0.2% proof. strain, eËc. are specified" secondly,

one is faced with problems such as the dislocation source operation

and the effects of irnpurities on the density and distribution of

dislocations at the initial yield" The so-carled stage 0 is mainly

due to the glide of the more mobíle edge dislocations" Therefore

yield stress may not represenÈ the true effecEive stress. The present

investÍgation employs the differential-temperature Ëesting technique
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Ëo determine the Ëemperature dependence of the effective stress

wít.hout recourse to the internal- stress measurements and thus

avoiding the aforeuentioned difficulties.
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4"1.I FERROVAC E IRON

Ferrovac E iron of this composition (Table 3-I) is ductile at low

Ëenperature" Deformation twinnÍng can be completely suppressed. by

pre-straining at room temperature to beyond the Luders's strain

region (t3.52 strain). Fig. (4-1a) shows the recrystallized Ferrovac

E iron" Fig (4-1b) shows the microstructure of the deformed specimen

whieh was not pre-st.raíned at room temperature. This specimen was

used in the differenËía1-temperaËure test at 23.0, 19"5, 14.4, and
rì

9.5" K. rt can be seen that trrrinning is a compeÈiËive uode of

deformation. 0n the other hand, Fig. (4-1c) show the microstructure

of the pre-strained specimen which was deformed at 77, 50, 35, 20,

and IOK. Necking occured at lOK. This picture shor¿s the elongaËed

grai-ns in the neck region. No deforroation twins are observed.

Fig. 4-1 (a) Recrystallized Ferrovac E iron.
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-1

FLg.zf-l (b) wÍthout pre-sÈraining aÈ room temperature, twinnÍng
is a competÍtive mode of deformatÍon. (c) with 3"52
pre-straÍn, elonged graÍns Ín the neck regÍon after
defonnation at l0 K"
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The results of Ëhe differential temperature tests are documented

in Fig. 4-2 wherein the change in the shear stress per unit

tenperature change is plotted against temperature. shear stress is

derived from tensile stress by ernploying a Taylor factor of two. The

solid curve represents the least square fit of the experimental data.

Fíg" 4-2 also shows that the linear relationship is valid betv¡een 300

and 70K. Below 70K, howerr".r-a'r*7aT increases more rapidly with

decreasing temperature Ëhan predicted by Eq. (4-t). The transition

temperature T" from region r to region rr is deduced frou FÍg. 4-2 to

be 300K for e'= 0.0025 ri.r-l. This is in fair agreement with the T"

values reported in the literature for comparable strain rate.54 T" i"
the Èemperature at which the thermal fluct,uation is enough to conply

lrith the applied strain-rate.

The effective stress ,o 
""r, be obtained by ei-ther cumulative

summing up of the stress increments derived from differentÍal

temperature tests (dots in Fig. 4-3) or numerically integrating aro/âr

shown in Fig (4-2). The result is represented by the solid line AC in
Fig" (4-3)" rt can be seen in Fig" (4-3) rhar borh nerhods yfeld the

same results. If the Snidt's linear approximation, Eq. (4_1), is

enployed in Ëhe íntegration, one obtaÍns the curve AD. Although the

deviat.ions between AC and AD are not greaÈ, the differences in Ëhe

slopes of both curves are quiËe significant. Therefore, the

temperature sensitivity, âro/at , witl be used as a criterion for

Èhe comparison of the ,o---, profiles of various materiars.
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€ = O.OO25 min-l

[ = l.OS x tO-3kg /mm? oK
" B = 0.631 kg /mm2 oK

' '\ Tc= 3oo oK

(tl
o)
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$t
EO.
E

c''t
.g

*
r-ll
.ol"o O.

I

J
òT)
4t

t()() 2oo
T('K)

determined frorn tenperature-change tests.
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Fíg. 4-3 VaríatÍon of effective shear stress wíth Ëernperature in
Ferrovac E íron.
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Extrapolation of the curve AC in Fig" 4-3 gives the effective stress
*tstres" a0 = 52.5 fg/rr- at 0 K , whereas Smidt's linear

approximation yields ,l = 47.5 Xg/¡¡n.2.U

The results of differential strain-rate tests are represented by

the activation volume v] which is calculared fron Eq. (2-26). Thea
*

dependence of v^ on effective stress is shown in Fig . (4-4) where v*a - --- --o- \ ¡ -/ a

is seen to be within 100b.3 Th" apparent activation enÈhalpies are

then calculared from vl and A.r*/âr using Eq. (Z-27). The resulrs

are shown in Fig" (4-5). A straight line seeBs to fit the H, - T

data fairly we1l. The total enthalpy¿Ho ( aH, at T = Tc) required to
surmount the barrier is read fron Fig. (4-5) as 0.75 ey. Thís vaLue

is in good agreement wíth those reported in the liËeraËure.53'55

Attenpts to comput"¿Gr the Gibbs free energy, fron the data of Fig.

(4-4) and (4-5) via the approaches of surekret a1.51 h"rr" shown that

¿¡1=A G.
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4"1"2 COMPARISON OF FERROVAC E EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS i^/ITH THEORETICAI

PRED ICTIONS

The objective of testing the Ferrovac E iron i_s two-fold. Firstly,

this materÍal has been commonly used in various laboratories for the

study of the deformation behavior of iron. However, the information

below 77K has been incomplete. Because the range o-77K forms a

substantial portion of region f in iron, any conclusion regardÍng the

rate-controlling obstacles in region r must take account of the

deformation behavior in this temperature range as well. secondly,

this material contains 352 atppn of carbon and nitrogen together, the

tl^/o strong hardeners for iron. Theref ore, the data will_ be useful

for the study of the effects of these interstitial- atoms, in

particular, the sol-id solution softening effect in Íron.
5? tsmidt-- suggested a linear relationship between (ø<7rT ) and r

gÍven by

-of/"f= -2Ar + B

The activation enthalpy and volume can

equation (4-1 )"

(4-r)

be derived analytically from

H/ .(4/o+
/ ro
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v* = AHo/ rm (4-3)

where aHO is the enthalpy at zero effective str 
*

ess and (O is the

effective stress at zero teuperature. Fig" (4-2) shows that smidt,s

linear approximation (Eq. (4-t)) is valid berween 70 and 300 K. Bel_ow

70 K, -( 
^r* 

/Ar) increases more rapidly with decreasing temperature

than predicted by Eq. (4-l). Therefore the long extrapolarions used

by suidt Ëo obtain Ëhe activation parameters below 70 K or at high

stress can lead to erroneous results. It has been uentioned earlier

that snidt underesrimates the rf t"r,r.. The discrepancy in usí-ng

Eq. (4-1) belo¡v 70 K is again refr-ected in the v* rrer".rs .r* plot
(Fig" (4-4)) where Èhe curve flattens off at higher stresses in

contradiction wiÈh the experinenÈa1 data.

The material used in this investigation contains 230 atppn of

carbon and 120 atppm of nitrogen" rt is useful to reexaüine the

effects of the interstitiar impuriËy aEoms on the dislocation

roobility in the light of the additional data gathered at low

temperatures. The two models Èhat have been developed for the 1or^¡

temperature deformation of 6¿-iron and of b.c.c. metals in general

are:

1. the lattice hardening rnodel due to Dorn and Ra¡nak56 and

2" the solution hardening nodel of Flei""hur.28

Dorn and Rajnak consider the nucleation of a stable double kink in

a dislocation atternpting to cross a peierls hill as Èhe rate-

controlling mechanisn" They assume Èhe energy of a dislocation is a

periodic function of position, with the same periodieity as the
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crystal- lattice in the direction perpendicular

The line energy per unit length of dislocation

to

is

-G 2

the dislocation.

given by

4nv.CoS 
-)

( 4-4)

where f and fc 0 are the line energies per unit length of

dislocation lying at the top and bottom, respectively, of Ëhe peierls

potential. a is the lattice periodicity. The parameter eL is

introduced to modify the line energy profile. When o = 0, f (y) is

purely sinusoidal-. The free energy of activatÍon is given by

2+2t
{r - [r^b (y-y ) + f (v )]-] " dy

OO

r (y) = t"f.,-- , fc-fo ,a 2trv-r \-T * cos 
-

AG=2

(4-s)

where yg is the position of Ëhe dislocation under the stress 1* "rd
yn the position of the doubte-kink at the saddle pointut

configuraËion. aG - 'r* and ao - T are evaluated numerically

from equation (4-5)"

The proponents of the solution hardening model, on Èhe other hand,

consider the interacËion of a glide dislocation with Èhe tetragonal

strain field produced by Èhe interstirial impurity atoms. Fleischer2B
*T - T relationship according to

v^

J"
v-o

has derived a

IE-k
/¡ /r =vo 1- /r/,vc,
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(4-6)

A conparison of the experimental results with the predictions of the

two models is sho¡¡n in Fig " (4-6) 
"

Limiting our attention to temperatures between 70 and 300 K, it can

be seen that t.he datum points fa1l on the curve for either model.

ThÍs is why the earlier investigators could not unambÍguously arrive

at the rate controlling obstacles in this metal. When the data below

77K are included, it is clear that the operation of Fleischer's model

can be ruled out. The Dorn-Rajnak predietions seem to fit the

experimental data well v¡ith the adjustable parameter cr= -l in

equation (4-4). However it should be noted that the . 
o 

- , relarÍon

calculated fron Dorn-Rajnak uodel is sensitive to the line energy

profile. The variation of q, to render the matching of theoretical and

experimental curves does not have a sound physical basis.

Fleischer's original description of the force-d.istance curve

(equation 2'5) for an intersËitial obstacle is since knou¡n to be only

approximate. More rigorous treatnents of the problern are novl

avaílable. rt is of inÈerest at this point to see if the present

results can be interpreted in terms of the tuore recent approaches to

the solution hardening problem.
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Barnett and Nix57 have presented solutions to the poÍnt defect-
dislocaÈion interaction problem. Their solutions have recently been

improved by Douthwaite and Evans.58 th.y consider the interaction

between screr^7 dislocations and the tetragonal strain fields produced

by interstitial solute atoms in an anisotropic cubic crystal. The

interacËion forces depend on the relative configuration of the

dislocation line and the ÈeËragonal axis of the strain field. The

strongest interaction is betr^Teen a dislocation lying along Illt]
direction and the tetragonal axis is either tl00] or t010] as shown

in Fig. (4-7)"
(trtl

(7rol

Fie. (4-t) (a)

(b)

The force on a [tll]

Octahedral intersËitial site,

coordinaÈe system

dislocation is gi.r"r, by58

, = rfr o v€r sin (20 + r/3) ,inz e¡an|oo e-Ð4 n2

(ttã-)
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Based on Èhe Douthwaite-Evans

paraneters can be calculated

enthalpy is given by

where v = u3 /2, g,

tío= s44*å,r'

constantandô=0

= 0.9 , h/x = tanO,

- stz - s44/2), sij

force-dis tance

numerically as

are stiffness

relation, the activation

follows" The activation

ÂH= (F-r b.0) d x

( 4-B)

where þ anð, f, are Ëhe equilibrium posirions ana !, rhe effective

barrier spacing, is evaluated from the Friedel relation

*,1/3
.Q, = (Ub/Nt I

(4_e)

Here N is the area density of barrier on the slip plane" Equation

(4-B) gives ¿H versus .f relarionship. By assuning (see Fig. 4-5)

AH/^H. - a/Tc

Yj
ß

the dependence of

(4-8). The results

*T on temperature can be

are plotted on Fie.(4-6).

( 4-r 0)

obtained from equation

It can be seen that the
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functional relationship between T 
o 

urrd T calculated from

Douthwaite-Evans force is in better agreement with the experimental

results. However, a good theory should predict all the observed

physical phenomena. The activation vol_ume is defined by

v = b[(y-ß)
¿

V can be calculated from

relat.ionship" The results

less satisfactory when the

volumes are compared.

( 4-1 1)

Douthwaite-Evans f orce-dÍs tance

are plotted in Fig. (4-4). The agreement is

theoretical and experimental activation

rn conclusion, the present data show that srnÍdt's linear reration
*for (at /LT );versus T is not valid below 70 K in Ferrovac E iron.

Therefore the linear extrapolation technique used by Sraidt to obtain

the activation parameters below 70 K is not adequate. Both Fleischer

and Douthwaite-Evans solution hardening theories cannot cornpletely

describe the experiment.al results" Therefore, the motion of

dislocations in region I in Ferrovac E iron is not solel-y controlled

by the interstitial solute atoms.
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4.1.3 HIGH PIIRITY BATTELLE IRON

There has been a continuous interest Ín purifying iron crystals in

recent years in an attel0pt to explore the intrinsic mechanical

properties of íron.59 ln rg63, stein and co-workers60 introduced zrl.,
purification technique to reduce the concentrations of interstiÈial

impurÍties below rheir detecrion limit ( to-3 ppu). since then this

technique has been widely used to purify iron. As purer iron crystars

become available, one woul-d expect Ëhe temperature and strain-rate

sensitivity of flow stress to decrease with decreasing impurity

content" 0n the contrary, the presenÈ data show that the great

sensitiveness of flow stress to t.emperature and strain-rate at low

temperatures sti1l remains in the purer crystals. This indicates a

substantial lattice contribution to friction stress. The testing of

high-purity Battelle iron serves tvTo purposes : (I) to explore the

intrinsic mechanical properties of iron; (2) to shed some light on

the role of inpurity atoms in controlling the dislocation mobility.

Fig. (4-8) shows the tenperature sensitivity of the effective

stress for Battelle iron" The salient feature in thÍs plot is that

it consists of two approximately linear portions of different slopes

connected by a transiËion region centred at 220 K. The ar+/aT

reproducibility of the results is excellent in the as-received

Battelle iron" The temperature sensitivity of the Ferrovac E iron

is also plotted in Fig. (4-B) for compari-son. rÈ can be seen that
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the plot is linear between 70 and 300 K giving the parabolic

efffective stress versus Ëemperature relationship commonly observed

in less pure iron.53 Arrother important feature in Fig. (4-B) is that

the tenperature sensitivity of flow stress for the Ferrovac E iron Ís

lower than that of the purer Battelle iron bet¡veen 220 and 300 K.

This

v¡i 11

closely related to the solid solution softening effect and

consÍdered in more detail 1ater.

activated, the strain-rate sensitivity (SRS),

1S

be

Fig. (4-9) shows the temperature dependence of the effective

stress for the Battelle and Ferrovac E irons. This figure displays

two important featureso (l) There is a concave down region between

180 and 250 K for BaÈtelle iron. rt must be emphasized thaÈ the

concave doum region occurs only in the therual component of the flow

sËress, i.e., the ef fective stress, versus t,emperat.ure plot .n' (r)

Between 180 and 300 K, the effective stress of high purity Battelle

iron is greater than that of the less pure Ferrovac E iron. I.Ie

therefore suggesË that the concave down region in high purity iron

may be related to the solution softening effecÈ observed in less pure

iron"

fn the temperature region where defornation is thermally

ât /ð9-ne,

passes through a maximum at a certain temperature T". The sRS for

the high purity Battelle and Ferrovac E irons are shown in Fig.

(4-10). The rnagnitude of the SRS maximum decreases with decreasing

inpurity concentration" rË is also of interesË to note that Ts

increases with decreasing impuriËy content.

The sRS data transformed into activation volume using Eq. (2-26)
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are shoü7n in Fig. (4-tt¡. The striking feaËure here is the local
*.)

maximum at T = 6 tsg/mu" in the high purity Battelle iron. It will

be proved in the next secÈion that the 1ocal maximum in v* is

directly related to Èhe concave dourn region in r* -- T curveo
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4 "T.4 INTRINSIC VERSUS EXTRINSIC I'{ECHANISMS

For a long time it has been known that the yield stress of b.c.c.

metal-s shows a much stronger dependenee on the Ëemperature of

deformation than t.hat of f.c.c. metals in the temperature region r.

l"luch of the experimental work in the past was maínly concentrated on

b"c.c. transition metals and the strong temperature dependence of

yield stress of Ëhese metals was widely attributed to interstitial

impurities such as carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. These Ínpurities are,

indeed, effective hardeners because an interstitial iurpurity aton

occupying an octahedral site of b.c"c. lattice produces a tetragonal

strain field which is equivalent to an elastic dipole.62 fn"

interact.ion between screw dislocations and teÈragonal- strain fields

forms the basis of the solution hardenÍng theories of Fleischur.28
?qSteinret a1.-- have shor,m that the critical resolved shear stress and

its ternperature sensitivity of iron aË temperatures below 300 K

decrease with decreasing interstitial content. However, the

measurement of initial yield stress is cornplicated by several factors

such as the definition of yield point, dislocation source operation,

and the exhaustion hardening due to the more nobile edge dislocation.

The present work (Fig. 4-9 and 4-10) showS thaË inrersritial

inpurities indeed contribute to the thermal component of the flow

stress of Ferrovac E iron r.¡hich contains inËerstitial irnpurities.

However, the characteristic of strong temperature dependence of the

effective stress still persists in the high purity Battelle iron.

This indicates that this characÈeristie is intrinsic in nature. trrie

Èherefore come to a conclusion Èhat the low temperature flow behavior
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of iron containing impurities, particularly of interstitial type, is

a combined effect of intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms.

To observe the intrinsic effects of Íron at 1ow temperatures, the

impurity content must be l-ow. The degree of purity is therefore

crucial in this context. Assume that screw dislocatÍons move by

thermally acti-vated nucleation of double-kinks (DK) of critical

length. The distance between tvio neighboring impurity atoms, L, must

be greater than the critical length of DK. If the irnpurity atoms are

randonly distributed, L can be esËi-mated by L = b/J c, !r'here c is the

concentration of irnpuríty atons. The Battelle iron contaíns about 20

atppm of carbon and nitrogen. The average separatíon of carbon and

nitrogen atoms is about 225 b. Another way of estimating L is to take

into consideration the effective interaction distance, rl, between an

impurity atom and the screw dislocation core. Then the average

separation in the <fi1> direction is given by
1.)

L = b' / [r, (tt + rr)'c),

where r. Í-s the core radius which is approxirnately equal to 5b. Therez

ís some uncertainÈy in rr. Howeverr Ëhe DK nucleation can be

disturbed only when the solute atoms interact strongly with the core

of a screw dislocation. For a rough estimate, we take r, = 5b" Then,

L is estimated to be 160 b for carbon and nitrogen. The activated

dislocation length, i.e., the length of a double-kink in the saddle-

point confÍguration, can be estimated frorn Fig" 4-il to be about 50

b" This is smaller than L by a factor of more than 3" Therefore, the

carbon and nitrogen contents of Battelle iron are acceptably good for

observing the intrinsic effects" Other solute atoms, which do not
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produce as strong strain field as carbon and nitrogen, require much

higher concentration to disturb the DK process. Hydrogen is the only

solute whÍch rêm¡lns mobile in the entire region r. The protons can

jurnp from interstice to interstice like an ideal ,lattice 
Eds', owing

to Ëheir sma1l size and Eass. since iron does not have a strong

tendency to foru hydride, the chemical interaction between iron and

hydrogen must be relatively weak. rt has been shownlll th"t hydrogen

causes softening in iron in the concentration of about 100 atppn.

The Battelle iron contains 9 atppm of hydrogen. This concentration is
not high enough to disËurb significantly the DK process. Therefore,

it is quite possible that the concave-dov,rn region in T 
* 

- T curve

of the Battelle iron is an intrinsic effect.

A number of authors56'65 assume that the strong temperature

dependence of flor¿ stress of b.c.c. metals is due to large peÍerls

barriers. screw dislocations overcome peierls potential hill via
nucleation of kink pairs. rt has been shown in the section 2.r.4
that the results derived fron this type of theories are sensitive to

the shape of Peierls pot.ential, one can always adjust the parameters

which define the peierls potenÈial so that the predictions of the

theory will natch the experimental results. This has been

demonstrated in Fig. (4-6). Therefore, this type of rnodels is
entirely phenonenological" The physicar basis that b.coc. metals have

large Peierls barrier was originally suggested by Hirsch.33 tt"

pointed out that the phenonena associated with large peierls barrier

in b"c.c. metals had a common crystallographic origin and r+ere

related to the three-fold s¡rnmeËry of screw d.islocation axes <111>.
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rË has been mentioned in section 2"r.4 that Hirsch,s suggestion has

been confirmed by the atomistíc calculations. Since the dÍsplacement

field of a screw dislocation core has three-fold sy*metry, the core

structure must undergo a major roodification before the dislocation

can glide. Hence a high pei-erls barrier is expected. A theory of

dislocation dynamics based on three-fo1d symmetry of screv/

dislocaÈion core has not been ful1y developed so far. Instead of core

structure having three-fold symmetry, Foxallret a1.34 
"rrgg.sted that

a screw dislocations split on one of the {lt0} planes and on one of

the {112} planes. The quantitative analysis based. on this core model

has been done by Duesbery.35 w" will conpare the predictions of this
theory with the experimental results. rt is shorvn in Fig. (4-9) that
*

T versus T curve of high purity Battelle iron has a concave down

region between 180 and 250 K. This, in fact, is inherent in

Duesbery's Ëheoretical T 
* 

- T curve, but it r.¡as considered as an odd

case" The change of curvature from concave downward to upward at IBgK

in 'r - T curve has a signifícant effect on the activation volume.

Thi-s can be proved below. Substituting the experimental activation

enthalpy,

^H 
= -TV*

kln (ê /å; =

(ät* / âr), into the rate equarion, we obtaín

V* (ðt*/ðT);
(4-e)

Differentiate Eq " (4-9) at constant strain rate
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(*)r= -1 / ât* \/_tv* [âr / (#:)2

e

( 4-1 0)

In Èhe concave down region of the (o - T curve , çð2rx/àt2 ) < O.

Eq. (4-10) inplies Ëhat (âV*/ârJ ) 0, i.e., Vo increases with
*increasing T . This Ís shown in Fig" (4-tl) as a 1ocal maximum which

is noÈ observed in less pure iron. LIe can now conclude that the

concave down regíon in the ao - , curve and the loca1 maximum in the
**

V - T curve are a manifestation of a single material property. The

concave dovrn region in ,o t" T curve can not be ascribed to
a1

dihydrogen hardening, as proposed by Quesnelret a1.r'' because a

símilar behavior has also been observed by Diehlret al.70 in their

outgassed irono rt has been mentioned earlíer that Duesbery's model

based on the dissociation of screür dislocation on {110} and {It2}

planes predicts these two charcteristics of pure iron. Therfore, it

is quite convincing that the concave dovm region in T* vs. T curve is

an int.rinsic property of pure iron" As suchr âDy meani.ngful

explanation of the effect of inpurities must start r{rith a suitable

model r¿hich can account for this intrinsic property of pure iron.

Fig" (4-9) shows that the inpurity atoms cause softening between

18oo and 3o0o r and hardening below 1B0o K. The scavenging mechanism

proposed by Ravi and Gibal 
^27 

,, inadequate to explain these

experimental results for the following reasons : The scavenging rnodel

is based on the sol-uÈion hardening concept and sofËening is proposed

Ëo arise due to the clusÈering of soluÈe atoms under suitable
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conditions' such as the presence of an element v¡ith strong chen1cal

affiniLy towards the residual impurity atoms. This mechanism,

however, predicts softening throughout the temperature range of our

investigation. Furthermore, the lower linit of the effective stress

in a scavenged material must be the effective stress of the Ídeally

pure llaterial. The experimental observation that, in the temperature

range 180-300 K, ,o for the lower purity Ferrovac E íron fa11s below

the very high purity Battelle iron suggests that a logical approach

to softening must start by considering the effect of inpurÍty atoms

on the intrinsic mechanism reponsible for .r* of pure iron. Two

theories, which fol1ow thís line of thought, have been proposed by

saËo and t"teshii4O and wuthrich and Frank.4l srro and Meshii consider

the motion of undissociated screrr dislocaÈions in the conbined stress

fields of Peierls-Nabarro and misfit strain centers. They assume that

a size nisfit defect produces a torque on a screw dislocation and

thus assists the nucleation of double-kinks. The results of their

calculation show Èhat hardening occurs at higher temperatures and

softening aÈ lower temperatures. This again is inconsistent with our

experimental observaÈions. rt has been mentioned earlier that

Duesbery's calculation based on the dissociated screw d.islocation

nodel predicts a To ,0"r".r" T curve of the correct nature for high

purity j.ron. This model assumes that a screr^i dislocation in the 1ow-

energy sessile forn is extended partly on one of the iIlOÌ planes and

partl-y on one of the {it2} planes. A segment of this dislocation can

glide only when it is constricted into a planar forrn on the slip

plane. The saddle point configuraËion depends on the rnagnitude of the
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applied stress" The concave dor+n region in the

occurs at intermediate stresses. The activation process in this
stress range is Ëhe fornation of double-kinks of critical length. The

critical length is determined by the condition that the decrease in
the energy of the dislocation due Èo re-extension out of the slip
plane is equal to Ëhe constriction energy. rt nay be concruded that,
in this stress or temperature range, the solute atoms interfere with
the operation of this nechanism. Following a similar kind of

reasoning, wuthrich and Frank have predicted the hardening and.

softening characteristics which are in qualitative agreement wiÈh our

experimental results. They have pointed out that the effect of solute
atoms on the motion of extended screrv dislocation will depend on the

concentration and the nagnitude of applied stress in the following
manner :

(a) whenever g ( L, solute atoms cause hardening. Here L is the

average separation between neighboring solute atoms at sessile screw

dislocations and .0 , Ëhe length of a double-kink ín the saddle point

configuration in an impurity free meta1, as has been described in
section 4'l'2" L is usually determined by the Friedel,s relation,

equation (4-6). under the action of applied stress, the nucleation

of glissile loops will take place and grow up to the length L. rn

other ¡¡ords, solute atoms serve to reduce the free length of

dislocations" rn the liniting case n a1 Lr the sessile-glíssile

transfornation is essentially unaffected by the presence of Ínpurity
atoms. As such, the motion of screv¿ dislocaÈions is eontrolle<i by Ëhe

intrinsic mechanism. However, when .0 becomes comparable Èo L, the
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sessile-g1issile transformation of screw dislocations and the

subsequent nucleation of double-kinks are not rate-contro11ing. The

saddle point configuration is reached only when the kinks are

depinned fron the fnpurity atoms. rn this case, solute atons cause

hardening. At low temperaËures (i.e., high stresses) where g is

smaller than or comparable to L, a condition applicable for all

pracÈica1 levels of inpurity in iron (.iO-4 for carbon), solution

hardening is to be expected.

(b) when n s Lt the activation process can be visualized as the

recombination of the extended dislocation over a length L

simultaneously with the depinning of a parEial dislocation from an

iiopurity site" Therefore, the recombÍnation and pinning energÍes are

the najor contribuÈions to the activation energy. The physical reason

for the occurrence of solution softening given by l,Juthrich and Frank

is that the reconbination energy is proportional to L and therefore

the activation energy decreases with increasing inpurity

concentration. At l0r.rer stresses (i"e" , high temperatures ) g"

becomes large and the conditon g" > L can be satisfied for relaÈive1y

low concentrations of solute ( < ro-3 for carbon ). The results of

their calculation are shown in Fig " 4- 12" This is ín qualitative

agreement v¡ith our experimental observation of softening between IBO

and 300 K.
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The concept discussed above can be extended to explain the

variation in the critical concentration, cr, which causes maximum

softening from element Èo element, As this concentration is exceeded

softening Ís replaced by hardening. Les1ie36 h." shown that c, is
inversely proportioned Èo the effectiveness of the solute as a

strengthening agent. For the mechanisn (b) to operate, the following

conditon must be satisfied,

YLr¡ ) AE (4-tr)
where Y is the stacking fault energy, w, the width of dissociaËion,

and AE is the interaction energy between a partial dislocatíon and an

lnpurity atom. For interstitial solutes such as carbon and nitrogen

which produce tetragonal distortion, aE is large. As such, for
equation (4-lt) to trola, L must be large which requires that c, be

snal1. This is borne out by the experimental observatÍons that for
carbon in ironr c, is I85 atomi. ppr40' whereas for most

substitutional solute atous for which ¿E is relatively small, c is
of the order of a few atomic per ."rt,36

rn conclusion, Èhe theories of Duesbery35 and l.Iuthrich and Frank4l

predict the low tenperature deformation behavior of iron in
qualitative agreemenÈ with our experimental results, Both theories

must conÈain the essential physical aspect, that is, Èhe nonplanar

core strucÈure of screw dislocations in b.c.c. uetars. However,

recent atonÍsÈic calcu1atiorr"23'24 
"hor thaÈ the core structure of

Ecrerr dislocation in b.c"c" rattice has three-fo1d synmetry instead

of the sinple dissociatíon on {ll0} and {tl2} planes used in the

theories of Duesbery and l{uthrich and Frank. Furthermore, as the
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approxi'ate width of sÈacking fault is only one to two Burgers

vectors, the quantitative analysis in terms of partial dislocation
becomes susPect. In view of the above, it is felt that both theorÍes

require further refinement.

The results of atomistic calculatiorr.23r24r95 indicate that the

extensÍon of a screw dislocation core occurs only on Èhe three zone

planes of {110} type. Based on this nodel, the energy Ëo forn a

stable double-kink should include (r) the energy required to reverse

the porarity, including the compressional and dÍlatational
constrictions, (2) the energy to form a pair of kinks, and (3) the

energy to separate the tr¿o kinks. Lrhen kinks move along the

dislocation line, they will encounter the secondary peierls stress.
(Here we tentatively distinguísh the secondary peierls stress from

the prímary one which a screr4r dislocation experiences when ít Eoves

in the direction perpendicular to its axis") The deforuation behavior

of iron in region r can be explained qualitativeLy if ¡ve assume that
kink nucleatÍon and migration are ínterdependent processes, ineo, one

must occur, after the other" rn such events, the slower process Ís
rate-cont rolling.

Fig" (4-13) shows the activation enthalpy as a function of
effective stress for the Battelle and Ferrovac E irons. rt can be

seen that the reduction in activation energy by iupurity atous occurs

fn the region of low stresses (i"e", for T > lg0 K). At hfgh

atresses' the addition of solutes increases the activation energy.
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rt has been argued at the beginning of this section that the

behavior observed in the Battelre iron is possibly free fron the

extrinsfc effects. Then, based on the data shov¡n in Fig. (4-t3) for
the Battelle ironr we propose that curve ABC represents the variatÍon

of activation energy rv'ith stress for the nucleation of double-kinks

and curve DBE for the migration of kinks. At low stresses, the strain
rate is controlled by the nucleation of stable double-kinks, because

the actívaÈion ent.halpy for nucleation is greater than that for
migration. rt is well-known that the size uisfit strain produced by

solute atolns assists the nucleation of double-kinks and resÍsts the

motlon of kinks.40'94'l12 Th"refore, solution softening occurs at low

stresses (Í.e", higher temperatures in region r) and hardening at

high stressesc The transient (Fig" 4-8) observed in the Battelle Íron

occurs at Èhe mechanism change (i"e", near point B in Fig. 4-13).

The above model cannot be used to explain the soft,ening due to

substitutional solute aÈoms because concentratíons up to a few atomic

percents are required to cause softening. The strain field produced

by solute atoms r^¡ourd overlap at such high concentrations. This

útarrants a separat.e fnvestigation.

In summary, a slmple nodel, wtrich is based on double-kink

nucleatfon at low stresses and kink migration at high stresses, seems

to explain the deformaÈion behavior of iron in region r" Reliable

daÈa on kfnk nucleation and nigration as functÍons of stress have not

been reported in the llterature. More work in this area is apparently

needed.
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4.2 PLASTIC FLOW AT IMER}ÍEDIATE A}ID HIGH TEMPERATURES

(REGION II AND III) IN FEERROVAC E IRoN

The three-fold sy'metry of screw dislocation core in b.c.c.
lattice and the subsequent sessile-g1issi1e transformation form the

basis of dislocation d¡mamics in o(-iron at low te'peratures.

However, at 300 K (0.17 Th) and above, these rate-controlling
obstacles at low tenPeratures become tttransparentrt because there are

enough thermal fluctuations in the crystal to assist the overconing

of these obstacres. Therefore, at intermediate temperatures, the

applied stress is equal to the internal stress extrapolated fro¡o the

low temperature region, Fig. (l-l).

rn the case of Ferrovac E iron, the regÍon rr is not a plateau or
an athenoal region, as can be seen ín Fig. (4-t4) because this regÍon

is nasked by the effect of dynanic strain-ageing due to residual

carbon and nitrogen. The positive temperature sensitivity of flow
stress between 50 and 200 c (Fig. 4-r4) is a uanifestation of the

ageing effect: rn the following sections, we will try to identify
the possible deformation mechanisms in the region III.
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4.2"I REGION III - THE THERMALLY ACTIVATED FLOI.] OF FERROVAC E IRON

AT HIGH TEMPERATI]RES.

As has been mentioned earlier, there is no sharp transitÍon from

region rr to rrr and region rrr can extend into region rr as strain

Íncreases. Irle have essentially two Èherroally activated def ormation

regíons (r and rrr) in {-iron. rn this section, the results of

initial yield and steady-state flow behavior of Ferrovac E iron

between 673 and 1073 K will be presented and discussed. Below 673 K,

not only the effect of irnpuriËy is present, it is also difficult to

establish the steady-state flow before the on.set of Ëensile

ins tabi 1i Èy.

Fig. (4-15) shows the temperature dependence of the 0"12 offser
yield stress and the steady-state flow sÈress for the three different
sÈrain rates. rt is quite clear that the teuperature sensitivity of

the steady-staËe flow stress is much higher than that of the yÍeld

stress. The steady-state flow stress drops sharply beËween 400 and

500 c (673 -773 K) followed by a waw curve berween 500 and 800 c

(773-1073 K). The wavy curve follows the same pattern for the three

strain rates" Therefore, it is a m¡terial property. The yield stress

does noÈ follow the same pattern of change as steady-state flow-

stress. The yleld stress decreases gradually with increasing

temperature between 400 and 700 c. Above 700 c, iË becomes less

temperature sens itive.

The plots of yield stress and steady-staÈe flow stress versus

strain rate are shown in Fig. (4-t6) and (4-r7). The straln-rate can

be represented approxlnately by a porrer law of yield stress, Trl
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(tg < n ( 36), between 650 and 800 c and in the strain rate range

of 1O-4 - 5xt0-3 """-l 
(nay be al-so valid at T > g00 C and

o- -3 -le) 5xl0 " sec ^ which are not investigated). outside the above

Ëemperature and strain rate ranges, the strain rate sensitivity of

yield stress varies r¡ith strain rate. A nuch higher strain rate

sensitivity occurs betr.¡een 500 and 600 c for c > ro-4 rn sharp

contrast to the yield stress, the strain rate sensitivity of the

steady-staÈe flow stress is not affected significantly at various

temperatures and strain rates. The steady-state strain rate can be

represented byð c, rl (n = I + l). This n value is rarher high for

iron compared with 4.5 for other metals. Horvever this n value is in

fair agreenent with the value of 6"7 obtained froro creep tests by

Ishida, 
"t .1..69

The activation volumes are evaluated from strain-rate-change tests

both at initial yield and at steady-state according to

:koV" = kT (â.Q,nelðt*)f

(4_12)

The results are shown in Fig. (4-lg). tr{irhin the experiuenral

acatter, all the datum points seem to indicate a smooÈh v* - 'r curve.a

Thís suggesÈs that the same mechanism m:y control the rate of flow at

fnltial yield and at steady-state. The internal stresses are

difftcult to measure at elevated tenperatures. They are assumed to be

negligible relative to the effective stresses at yieldiog,l0 However,
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the lnternal stress at steady-state flow is not known with any

certainty' rdeally, the activation volumes should be plotted against

the effective stress. The plot in Fig. (4-lg) will shifr rhe curve

along the stress axis because of the inclusion of internal stress

component" The activation volume varies approxinaËely in the range of

200 to 4000 b3 r¡hich is an order of nagnitude larger than that in the

region I"

The strain rate versus l/T relations at a constant stress can be

obtained fron Ffg " (4-rg) and (4-20). These curves are used to

evaluate the experinental activation enthalpies,

Âr. = -k [a.e,n;/a (ur)]c

(4-13)

The results are shown in Fig" (4-21). Belo¡¡ o.4B Tn. the activation

enthalpy based on yield stress is insensitive to Ëemperature and

st,ress, and ¿¡I:%QSD . The activation enthalpy based on

steady-state flow stress is also less than Qgo and insensitive to

stress for T < 0.48 Trn, but lt increases wi.th increasing tenperature.
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Above 0.48 Tn, the activation enthalpies both at yÍelding and at

steady-state flow seen to approach Qsn " These observations are

consistent r.Iíth the creep activation energies for several b.c.c. and

f.c.c. metals compiled recentlf by Evans and Know1.".76 That is,
below 0"5 lb, the creep activation energies are in the range of 0.55

to 0"8 QsD . As the temperature increases beyond 0.5 Tn, the creep

activation energy approaches the self-diffusion energy. H undergoes

a discontinuiEy in íron at curie temperature (770 c) arising from the

discontinuity of d p/dT, Fig" (4-22). The present dara are noE

sufficient to clearry esÈablished this abrupt change in H at curie

temperature.

The experimental activation enthalpies arl ÂH = QrO/2 for
T < 0"48 Tm and * : QSD for T > 0.48 ftq. This fearure Ís also

conmonly observed in high temperature creep tests. Therefore, the

most plausible mechanism in regÍon rrr is diffusion conÈrolled

dislocation motion. We rvi1l discuss more detailed mechanism in the

following two sections.
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4.2"2 DEFORMATION I',ÍECHANISM IN RNGION III.

The defornation in region III is, in general, characterized by a

steady-state flow for pure metals in the stress range

10-5 < s/f < 10-3. During steady-state f1ow, each grain in a pure

poylycrystalline metal is polygonized into subgrains having constant
Ir /'uísorientaËion.-- This indicates that the number of dislocations in a

subboundary also reaches a steady-state. The objective of this

section is to develop a dislocation model for the steady-state flow

which is based on experimentally observed microstructure, that ís the

fonnation of subgrains. The subgrain size has been found to be a

function of stress on1y, regardless of the history of the 
"p""ir"r,.44

In this model, the mobile dislocations are assumed to be released

from the subgrain wall and to make a fasË glide in the subgrain

before they are arrested by subgrain v¡a11 again. The work-hardening

and recovery (í,e., the recovery creep concept of Bailey-Orowan) will

probably take place in the subboundaries ín which the density of

dislocations is an order of nagnitude higher than that in the

subgraín" However the straín is mainly produced by dislocation glide

in the subgrain"

If each grain is viewed as a composÍte of meÈa1 and subboundary

network, the flow stress may be approxirnated by the rule of mixtures

o = f-o. + f Õbb cg

-100-
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where fO and f, are the volume fractions of subboundary and subgrain,

respectively, dg is the strength of the subgrain. The shear

strength of a subboundary, d5 , is given by

øb = vbl¿,
(4-1s)

(4-17 )

rrhere.4 is th" average link length of dislocations in the

subboundary. Assuming cubic subgrains, the volume fraction of

subboundary is given by

ro = 6wt,l / t? = 6w / L, (4-16)

where L_ is the subgrain size, and w, the v¡idth of the subgrain
S

wal1. Then the increase in strength due to subboundary wa11 is given

by

o - f ^o- = f, o, = 6ubw/(l,L )cc DÞ s'

Since stress is proportional to the square root of the dislocation

density, Cí5 is greaÈer than dg Uy a factor of at least 3. Equation

(4-I7 ) states that the flow stress is inversely proportional to the

subgrain size. This is consistenË ¡^rith experimental observ"tiorrs.44

We will now consider the mechanisms of the release of disloeations

frour the subboundary network in more detail. It is assumed that a

dislocatlon will be released when a node ín the network is broken.

lwo mechanísms of clinb controlled node breaking will be considered.

(1) In b.c"e. metals, the dislocation network ís composed of

l^ t- -.a/2(L11) anri a(i00) iypes of link <iislocations, as have been

dlseussed in Chapter 2" The junction dislocations of a(I00) type are
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Eessile" A link dislocation such as A? in Fig " 4-23b can climb and

annihilate v¡ith a neighboring link dislocation, resulting in an

imbalance in the network. Therefore a 1Ínk disl-ocation longer than

the critical lengttt, ¡ú/6, mây be created.

(2) The two segments Ap and A'q in

applied stress, but the stress is not

ínto a semicirele A dipole is formed

dipole by climb frees the dislocation

junction PQ.

Fíg" 4-23c can bow out under

sufficient to expand the loop

at DD'. Annihilation of the

segment AA' from the attractive

The above two mechanisms are quite sinilar. The rate conÈrolling

process in both mechanisms is the climb controlled annihilatíon of

dipoles" The basic driving force for climb is the mutual attraction

between the dÍpole dislocations. However, the probability of forroing

a dipole in nechanism (1) is not knovm with any certainty" The

operation of mechanism (2) would be a more frequent event. This also

provides a self-consistent view of all the dislocation mechanisms

operating Ín the three temperaÈure regions. As has been discussed

earlier, the athermal bowing of urobile loops between attractive

foresÈ dislocations is the major cause of internal stress in region I

and rr" rn region rrr, the ¡naxírnum bowing stress (i.e., the stress

required to expand a dislocation loop into a senicircle) is not

required because of the operation of the mechanism (2) stated above.
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The steady-state strain rate equals the product of an orientation

factor 4 , the inverse of the time required to annihilate a dipole

dislocation, the number of links in the subboundary, the area swept

by the released 1oop, the Burgers vector, and the subgraÍn volume.

That is

e = rr .v/(e,/2).2*r2/p.3.12.atrl

the average climb distance

given by weertmanTl

(4-18)

average

$ = (3Tn/u) (oalkr) /e.n(9,/b) (4-19)

r.¡here ß=1and0=b3.

Coubining equatíon (4-18) and (4-19), we have

It is assumed that

clímb velocÍty is

ís I/2. T ¡"

(4-20)

_A 
(4-20)

L" = LO fu/o), L0 = 5x10 "nm (cf . 47),

I = 10, 9"r-'(1./b) = lO.
The thickness of subboundary wal1 w, is not knov¡n. For the present

Purpose, !¡e assume vr = 1000b (cf. 68). Then equation (4.20) can be

re-arranged into nondÍmensional terîs,

ê = (f!"rbÐ) (-!#-Þ, (+,t,#,

a

ekT

-=t\
Dub

x 105 ço lÐa

-104-
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A cmparlson of equatf.on (4-2L) wlth steady-state creep d"t"49 i"

shown fn Fig" (4-24)" The agreement ls qulte goodu consfderfng that

equatfon(4-21) gfves only the order of rnagnitude estimate. Several

problens assocLated wfth Èhls nodel are not solved" (l) The average

clinb veloclty, equation (4-19), Ls derived fron the cllnb of two

6tralght dfpole dfslocatfons" The cllnb velocity of link dislocatfons

Ls not knor¡n. (2) ft fs assumed that the glide of dfslocations ln the

subgraln fs lnstantaneous. Thls fs knom to be approxirnate. (3) ffre

number of annfhilating dipoles fn the subboundary fs not knor.m. The

assunptlon that lt f6 equal to t.he n'rmber of link dfslocations

representa an overestlmate (4) Equatton (4-21) predtcts a stress

exponent n=4. If pipe díffusion ls involv"d76, the diffusfon

'coefffcf.ent ln equatlon (4-20) should be replaced by

( D/Lrl(y/2ú ) + 3Dp dz t y' ). Then the stress exponent varies

between 4 and 6. However, the measured n vaLue for lron 1s 8, which

can not be understood fn terms of the exfstlng theories.

Nevertheless, the above nodel Ls an attempt to describe the steady-

Etate flow ln terrs of the microstrr¡ctures"

For completion, the use of act.ívation volumes as ¿rn indicator of

a specific raÈe-controLling mechanisu¡ ilust be discussed briefly.

The unft actlvatfon process durlng the clirnb of a disLocation is

the absorptfon or emÍsslon of a sfngle vacancyo thls fs acconplfshed

by the movenent oi a 5og along the dfslocatlon lfne. therefore, the

ectfvatfon area, that ls the area swept by the dfslocatlon durfng

thermal actlvatfono l-s approximately equal to b2 ( or vt$ b3 ).
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However the experftnental actfvatlon vol"me deplcted ln Ftg" 4-18

varfes between 200 to 4000 b3. In facto these are not the true

activation voltmes. The experfuental actlvatfon volume, V*u evaluated

according to equatfon (2-16) ls equal to V* deffned by equatfon

(2-25) only when the pre-exponentfal factor, Ë, u in equation

(2-I7 ) ls not a function of stre6s, This ls approximately satisfled

fn regfon I. Innarfgeon and Jorr""l0 have shown that ë-. f.s a power

functlon of stress for Lron deformed in regfon III. Then

v* = kr [aso cålÊo)/atJ, = v* - kr (#F)r

rf åo= "or,rranr " 1/, tr,"r,

*?V-'=b-+nkT/t*
d

Therefore the strong stress dependence of the experímental actfvation

volume fs not ln confllct wlth the operatlon of Èhe clir¡b-controlled

mechanfsm.
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4.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The temperature sensitivity of effective stress, Ato / At ,

of Ferrovac E íron has been measured between 4"2 and 300K" This

quantity fs not linearly dependent on temperature, if the datum

points below 77 K are included. The effective stresses have also been

evaluated" Our results show that Smidt's linear approximation

(equatíon (4-1)) underestíurated the effective stress below 77 K. The

effective stress at 0 K is estinated to be 52.5 Kg/n 2 (515 ìfpa).

This ís the stress which is required to move a screw dislocation at

absolute zero. Since Ferrovac E iron contains 350 atppm of carbon and

nitrogen, the tr.ro strong hardeners for iron, the true intrinsic

properties of iron are, in fact modified by these interstitial atoms.

2. The Battelle iron has impurity contents which are about an

order of magnitude lower than that of Ferrovac E iron" Accordingly,

the flow behavior of Battelle iron would reflect to a greater degree

its intrinsic properties. The temperature sensitivity of the

effective stress of Battelle iron consists of two approxirnately

linear portions of different slopes connected by a transition region

centered at 220 K. The Battelle iron has higher temperature

sensitivities of effective stress than that of Ferrovac E iron

between 220 and 300 K. It has been identified that solute atoms can

cause softening between I80 and 300 K and hardening below I80K.

3" Recent atoroistic calculatiorr"23'24 h^u. shor'm that screw

dislocatÍon in b"c"c. metals have Èhree-fold synmetry. As a result of

thaÈ, the core of a screw dislocation would have to undergo a major
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nodification before it can g1ide. Based on the present data, it is

speculated that the strain rate is controlled by the double-kínk

nucleation at low stresses and kink migration at high stresses.

4. At inrermediare renperatures (r > ¡oo K for è= 0.0025 *in-i.¡,

the Peíer1s barriers become transparent to screw dislocations because

there is sufficient ther¡nal fluctuatíons in the crystal. Therefore,

the thermal couponent of flow stress becomes zero. Dislocations move

by overcomíng the long-range internal stress, whÍch is mainly due to

the formatíon of aÈtractive junction dislocations.

5" At high temperature (T > 670 K, the transition temperature

varies lrith strain rate and strain), the flow stress of iron becomes

sensitive to temperature and strain rate again. The high temperature

flow of iron is charaeÈerized by a steady-state flow at large

strains" In pure metals, steady-state flow is generally associated

with the fonnation of a steady-state subsËructure. It is assumed that

the subboundary network conËro1s the steady-state f1ow. The glide of

díslocations in the subgraÍn produces the only significant strain.

This leads to the strain-rate equation

Ërr/ru¡ = l.s x 105 (o/Ða

It gives a reasonable esti¡nate of steady-state strain rate for

several b.c"c. metals. The above equation predicts a stress exponent

of 4, whÍch ís only one half of the measured n value for íron.
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PART I]

DEFOR}ÍATIOTI OF TI{O-PHASE SYSTEM
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CHAPTER 5

DUAI-PHASE STEEL

The elenent iron, which is one of the most important engineering

materials, is not always used in the pure state. carbon, by far the

nost efficient hardener for iron, is used to make various grades of

steelso rron a11oys of technorogical importance are Ín fact often
conposed of two or more phases. To understand or to predict the

mechanical behavior of such mixtures, one must knorv the mechnicar_

properties of each phase and the interaction of two phases. The

study of the mechanical properties of {-phase in part r provides the

background knowledge for the undersÈanding of the behavior of two-

phase systems.

Two-phase materials in general may be divided Ínto three classes

based on the geometry of their microstructures.

(1) Dispersion and precipítation hardened aIloys.

The harder second phase uray be present in the form of particles. The

mechanícal propertíes of this class of m¡terials are Íre11 understood

in terms of orowan mechanism. rf the hardness of the particles is
much greater than that of the matrixr two additional sËresses are

required to deform Èhe uratrix : (a) the stress required to bow

dislocation between two adjacent particles and (b) a unÍform back

stress whfch f-s proporÈÍonal to the volume fraction of the parÈieles

and the shear strain cause by the orowan dislocaÈion loops around
1A

each particle.'o

(2) fi¡re comÞosire.

The extension of the harder second phase in one dirnension faciliËates

- ltt -



the load transfer to the fibre, if the fibres are aligned with the

stress axis" I.Ihen the fibre is continuous then, the yield strength

of the composite obeys the rule of mÍxtures.

(3) Two-phase material vríth coarse microstructures.

lle ¡,rí11 only deal r¡ith this type of marerial in this section. rn this

class of materials, the grain sizes or mean-free-paths of the two

phases are comparable. rt conprises a large amount of engineering

materials, including the dual-phase steels of recent development. The

strength and plasticity of these materÍals are not well understood

due to the inherent complexity of their microstructures. The relevant

structural parameters which affect the mechanical properties of

coarse two-phase al1oys have been summarized by Fischmeister and
70

Karlsson.'' They are (a) the volume fractions of the constituent

phases, (b) the size and shape of the constituent regions, (c)

continuity, and (d) trre flow stress ratio of the two phases. rn

general, the distribution of stress and strain in each phase fal1s

internediate betr.¡een the tvro simpre nodels, íoe., the isostrain and

isostress nodels. Fischmeister and Karls"on79 have shoum that the

strain distribution in the rnatrix phase depends on the distribution

and shape of the harder second phase. The continuity and the aspect

ratio deternine load distribution in each phase. The relative

strength of each phase affects both stress and strain distribution.

sínce several structural variables are Ínvolved, the description of

plasticity of two-phase naÈerials fn terms of dislocations has not

been successful. The only promising tool is the finite-element r¡ethod

applied to Èhe actual microstructure, although only two-dimensional
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case has been done 
"o 

f"r.79

Iron-carbon system can be used to produce a series of coarse two-

phase a11oys, such as ferrite-cenentite and ferrite-martensite

mixtures. The latter has been designated as dual-phase steel.

AlËhough Ít is still under development, it is becoming "the steel of

the 1980's" (just as Ëhe high strengrh low a1loy (gSl,¿) sreel was rhe

steel of 1970's). The dual-phase steel was orÍginally derived frorn

HSLA steels by intercritically annealing and/or quenching these

steels, Fig.5-1. The resulting dual-phase steels not only have the

same tensile strength as their parents HSLA steels, but also exhibit

superior formabiliay.S0 one of the objectives of this investigation

is to study the work-hardening characteristícs and Bauschinger effect

of a dual-phase steel

Llhen r.¡ork hardenable materials, partícularly plastically

inhomogenous materials, are deformed by forward and then reverse

loading, they usually exhibit a decreased reverse yield stress. This

decrease of the yteld stress is identified as Bauschinger effect

(BE). For the quantitative assessment of BE, iÈ is conveníent to plot

both forward and reverse stresses in the positive direction as a

function of cumulative strain. In some instances the reverse flow

curve is displaced to lower stresses and eventually becomes parallel

¡øith the forward curve. The stress difference of parallel

displacement ls termed permanent softening. Oror.n86 srrgge"ted that

the permanent softening was cause by long range back stress. He also

suggested that on reverse straining the back stress should vanish at

about I to 37" strain" This has been verified by llilson,83 *ho
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Fig. 5-l Phase diagrarn of iron-carbon system.
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measured x-ray line shifts and found that at the critical reverse

strain where the mean internal stress decayed to zero, the permanent

softening rrTas approximately twice the mean internal stress which

existed prior to reverse sËraining.

Ilany rnodels have been suggested to explain BE. They have been

critically revÍewed recently by sowerby, et a1..87 ,r, general, these

rnodels can be classified as microscopic and continuum models. The

microscopic models are concerned wÍth dislocation arrangement which

produces long-range baek stress. on the other hand, the contÍnuum

nodels disregard microstructural details and divÍde the work-

hardening ínto isotropic and kinematic hardening. Isotropic hardening

is due to the uniform expansíon of the original yield surface, while

kinematic hardeníng occurs by translation of the initial yield

surface ín the stress space. IIe will compare the predictions of both

microscopic and continuum models with experimental results,
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5"I EX?ERIMENTAI PROCEDURES

The m¡terial used in this sÈudy was HSLA line-pípe steel. The

composition was, in I+rtZ, 0.10 C, 1.55 Mn, 0.014 p, 0"0065, 0.27Si,

0.040Nb, and 0.035V, Rods were cut from the as-received 3/4" thick

gas pipe along the axis of the pipe. The rods were normalized at

90oo c for 30 mÍnutes and air-cooled to room tenperature, They were

nachined into cylindrical specimens having the dinensions of the gage

secÈion of l2rnrn x 6mm (diarneter). rnis aspect ratio was adequate for

conpression up to 6"/. strain without buckling" The specimens were

annealed at temperaÈures between 730 and 865 c for 30 minutes and

quenched into water at 22 C" Tension-compression tests vrere carried

out on a MTS uachine equipped with a ltood's roetal grip.

The speeimens for metallographic examinatíons vrere mounted in

castolite resin and etched in a mixture of saturated picrar and r"/"

sodium bÍsu1fÍde in equal vol-ume.81 ,h. volume fracËion and the mean-

free-path of marÈensite regions vrere measured on a Bausch and Lomb

image analyser. The average strains of ferriËe and martensiÈe regions

were obÈained by measuring the average grain diameter ín the

direction of the stress axis. The external straín of the cylindrical

specimen was estimated by measuring the decrease in the diarneter

using an optical comparator. The lateral strain lras converted to

axial strain using the measured Poisson's ratio of ú=0.5 I in the

plastic range.

The mfcrohardness tests were m¡de using a 20 gran indenting load

in a region at least three times larger than the diagonal of the

indentaÈion.
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5"2 RESULTS

1. Microstructure

Fig' (5-2) shos¡s the two-phase microstructures resulting from

intercritícal anneal at various temperatures. rt can be seen that

some banding of martensite still remains, even though the specimens

are normâlized before the íntercritical anneal. The morphology and

the structure of mârtensite appear to vary with annealing

temPerature. The austeniÈe grains are nucleated urainly on the ferrite

grain boundarÍes. The martensite produced by quenching from 730 and

760 c does noÈ show any fine structure even at a uagnification of

3000. It, therefore, can be concluded that t.he softer ferrite in the

Èwo-phase structure does not províde strong enough constraínt which

is apparently necessary duríng martensÍËic transformation to produce

plate-martensite such as in fu11y roartensÍtic high carbon steels. On

the other hand, the martensfte produced by quenching from 820 and 865

C are of lath-type, characteristic of low-carbon martensite.

Fig. (5-3) shows the hardness variation during ísochronal anneal

of dual-phase and fu11y martensiËic steels. The first dip in the

curve has been identified netallographically to be due to tempering

of rna¡¡g¡site. This occurs at 1500 C for the fu11y martensitic steel

and 2ooo c for Èhe dual phase steel. The cause of the second dip was

not investigated.

All the dual-phase steels used in this sÈudy do not contain any

detectable retained austenite, The specimens for x-ray diffraction

test !¡ere chenlcally polished to prevent deformation. The x-ray

machine was set in the proper sensítivity range and calibrated to
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detect at least one volume per cent of austeniËe. HÍgh l"In steels

often contain significant auount of austenite because Mn tends to

stabilize the austenite phase.
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2. hlork-hardening

The work-hardening behavior is often anaryzed in terus of the

power law
n

d = K€r (s-l )

where d=truestress

€p= true plastic strain

n = strain hardening coefficÍent

lJhen equation (5-1) is obeyed, n is equal to the uniform strainS9 rhe

1og-1og plots of the stress-straín curves (rig. 5-4a) for the four

dual-phase steels are depicted in Fig, (5-4b). rt can be seen that

the plots are not linear, indicating that equation (5-l) is not

obeyed in this dual-phase system. The curvature íncreases with

increasing martensite content. RashidS2 also found siurilar behavior

in the GM-980 X dual-phase steel. The work-hardening rare, @=r%e,
for the first three percent st.rain are shovm in Fig. (5-5). The steel

produced at the intercritical anneal tenperature (fAf) of 7300 C has

a lower initial work-hardening rate. The rest of the dual-phase

steels seem to have the same inÍtial work-hardenÍng rate. The work-

hardening rate can be normalized wíth flow stress to dístinguish the

extent of unifomr sÈrain, assuning the insÈability críterion

Ø/t = I. These are shovm in Fig. (5-6). The sreel having the highesr

strengÈh (tet =86so c) has only about 5Z unifonn strain" The uniform

strain increases wÍth decreasfng sÈrength. DariesSO has shown that

uniform strain decreases with increasing nartensite content in other

dual-phase steels,
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Fig. (5-7) shows the flor¿ stress as a function of m¡rtensite

content at various plastic strains. The plots are essentially linear.

Drlrie"80 also found similar results in other dual--phase steels.

However, the linearity of the plots in Fig. (s-z) does not

necessarily iuply the applicability of the rule of nixtures, unless

the strength of each phase is held constant. Another point of

ínterest is that the strength of fully martensitic steel is much

higher than that predicted by extrapolation of the plots Ín

Fig. (5-7).
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3. Bauschinger Effect

To show Ëhe Bauschinger effect, the compression part of the

atress-strain curve ís plotted by inversion with respect to the point

at which the unloading elastic line meets the strain-axis. The

typical resurts are shovm in Fig. (5-B). since the work-hardening

rate in the compression cycle is greater than that for the continued

tensile deformation, the permanent softening "ffe"t83 does not exist

in this dual-phase steel. The decay of the stress difference,ad =dç-d*

follows approximately an exponential function of reverse straín t*,
¿dt = 42xp (- n€B )-" /du = 4 exf 1- mcB ) (5-2)

where dF and fR are forward and reverse flow stresses

respectively at a given accumulated strain. du is the forrvard stress

at unloading. n and A/ are evaluated frorn Fig. (5-9) as m = 23 and I

varies between 3 to 10. When Ëhe martensite content falls below 302,

such as in the dual-phase steel produced at rAT of 7300 c and those

containing ferrite and carbides, the decay of. ad does not. foIlow

equation (5-2) 
"
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since the present system does not show permanent softening, the

back stress, which is equal to one half of the permanent softening as

has been suggested by wí1son83' 
".r, 

not be determined here. However,

to show the Bauschingèr effect, dd at a given reverse strain is

plotted against rhe forward pre-strain år. fig. (5-I0) shows od /2

aL É* = 0.5% f.or the four dual- phase steels. The back stress

hardening for the steel produced at rAT = 730 and 865 c appears to

saturate at about t,, = ro"/". This Ís siurilar to the dispersion

hardened a11oys.84 ao. IAT = 7600 and 8200 C, ¿dincreases with

forward strain.

The area between the forward and reverse stress-strain curves,

that Ísrthe strain enerBy Er, can also be used to characterize the

Bauschinger effect, The average BauschÍnger strain85 Ír defined by

ç =Ës/tABs = -/fu (5-3)

The results are shor^m in Fig. (5-11). The average Bauschinger strain

increases with increasing forward strain. rn resenblance to FÍg,

(5-9), the datum points oÍ €nrrfall in a scatter band, except for

those steels produced at rAT = 7300 c and below, Therefore, it can be

concluded that a strong Bauschinger effect results when the

martenslte content is greater t.han 302, above ¡¡hich the ef fect

becomes less sensitive to the martensiÈe conterrt.llT
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4. The effect of intercritical annealing temperature on hardness.

The nícrohardness of both nartensite and ferrite in as-quenched

dual-phase steels r¡ras measured with a 20 gram indenting 1oad. The

results are shown in Fig. (5-12). Since the carbon content of

mart,ensite decreases with increasÍng IAT, therefore its hardness

decreases lriËh increasing rAT. However the íncrease in hardness of

ferriEe with increasíng IAT is unexpected" This might be due to

alloys partitíoning between ferrite and austenite or precipitatíon of

NbC and VC in the ferrite. More work is required Èo clear this

problem. The macrohardness is also shonm in Fig. (5-12). The

indentations hrere made with 40 Kg indenting load to give an average

hardness of the composite. The average hardness evaluated fron the

rule of mixtures is also shov¡n in this figure for comparison. It is

clear that the macrohardness is rnuch less than that predicted by Èhe

rule of mixtures,
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5. Deformation of m¡¡¡s¡site and ferrite regíons in dual-phase

steels.

The strains of mrrtensite and ferríte regions in a fractured

cylindrical specimen vrere estimated by ueasuring the average mean-

free-path of each phase along the cylindrical axis. The strain at

each point can be evaluated by comparing the mean-free-path at that

position with thaË of the underformed shoulder section. some void

formation at the martensite-ferrite inteface is apparent near the

fracture surface. The void was counted as part of uartensite region

by the image analyzer. This results in ân oVêrsstimate of the

strains of martensite regÍon near the fracture surface. The results

are shor,¡n in Fíg. (s-t3). I"Iith the reservation stated above, both

martensite and ferrite deform by equal amount throughout the strain

range of 332" This is in good support of the isostrain hypothesis

often used to anaryze the deformation of dual-phase steels. These

results are probably only valid in this dual-phase steel which is

intercritíca1ly annealed at 7600 c conÈaining 43lZ martensite. The

general validity of the isostrain condition in other dual-phase

steels is not ob"er*red.93

The strength and ductility of dual-phase steels are sensitive to

cooling rate. A batch of flat tensile samples of 2 mrn thickness were

Lntercritically annealed at 7600 c for 30 ninutes and then quenched

into either urater at 0o c or olt at 22o c. The total elongation for

the oil-quenched sanples varies between 25 and 302, whereas that for

the water-quenched samples is l0 - ß"/.. The water-quenched samples

have higher strength at Èhe expense of ductÍlity. The higher strength
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is due to the higher hardness of the nartensite regions ín wat.er-

quenched sauples. Therefore some compromise between strength and

ductility must be Dade to opËimize the properties of a dual-phase

steel for any specifÍc application.

The fracture surfaces for the four dual-phase steels are of

ductile nature" The fractographs are shov¡n in Fig. (5-I4). fne larger

dimples are formed in the ferrite regíons because it is softer and

more ductile than the martensite.

The ÍniËiation of voids at the martensite-ferríte inÈerface qras

investigated using the energy dispersive x-ray anaryzer. High sulfur

cont.ent was found in the void area, indicating that the interface

separation was caused by sulfíde embrittlement. Therefore, to ímprove

the ductility of dual-phase steels, the sulfur content and its

segregation uust be strictly controlled.
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5"3 DISCUSSION

rt has been shov¡n in the previous section that a series of dual-

phase steels having a spectrum of strength can be produced simply by

intercrÍtica1ly annealíng the steels at various temperatures.

However, the as-quenched dual-phase steels have a very 1ow yield

strength" The strength is acquired after forming operation or cold-

working, A question arises, that is, wíIl the steel retain its

strength in the cold-worked state under reverse loading? This may

have a detriuental effect on the service strength of a cold-formed

machine conponent. In this section we will discuss the

microstructural implicatíons of Bauschinger effect in these dual-

phase steels.

In general, both isotropic and kinematic hardening occur

simultaneously during plastic deformation. From a microscopic poínt

of view, isotropÍc hardening is rnainly due to forest dislocatíon

hardening, thaÈ is the formation of aEtractive junctions as has been

discussed in section 4" The forest hardening is essentially non-

directional. Kinematic hardening is due to long range back stress

which, in turn, Ís caused by the plastic incompatÍbility inside the

rnaterial. esnbySS vieqred differently the plastic incompatibílity by

inËroducíng the concept of geometrically necessary dislocations.

Bror.m and stobb"78 ha,o" shown that the plastic incompatibility can be

represented by the unrelaxed stral-n which is proportional to the

number of Orowan loops around Èhe particles in dispersion hardened

alloys. Such calculatíons can not be readily done ín dual-phase
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steels which are composed of two

lnterpret first the experimental

mechanics approach.

coarse ductile phases. I,Ie will

results in terms of the continuu¡n

The essentials of continuumm mechanics approach to plastic
defornation have been reviewed recently by Sowerby, et a1..87 ,a hu"

been used to explain the cycric behavior of a two-phase alroy by

Asaro.B9 tt the work-hardening during uniaxial deformation is
enÈire1y due to long-range back stress, i.e., kinernatical hardening,

this can be described by the translation of the yÍe1d surface in the

stress space Ín the direction of applied stress, Fig" (5_15).

Fig. (5-15) Kinernaticaló:€ curve and yield surface

The forward stress-strain curve is described by 0AB or d= f( Ê ).
upon reverse loading, the stress-strain curve is given by BCD or
d/z = f( €. /z) using rhe unloading point B as the origin. Fig.
(S-t6) shows qualitatively the amount of back stress hardening in the

four grades of dual-phase steels. One observes a systematie deviation
of the reverse curves fron the ldeal kínematÍcal hardening curves
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vrith different rAT's, At high rAT where the microstructure almost

entirely consists of low carbon martensite (see Fig. (5-2)), the

reverse curve follows closely the kinematic one. As the volume

fraction of rne¡¡s¡site decreases, i.e., at lower rAT, the reverse

curve deviates more frorn the kinematic one, indicating more

contribution from the isotropic or forest hardening.
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It has been mentioned earlÍer thaÈ the linear relationshÍp

beÈween yield stress and volume fractíon of '''ârtensite (Fig" (5-7))

does not indícate the applicability of the rule of mixÈures. This is

primarily due to the fact that the strength of martensite and ferrite

varies r,¡ith annealing temperature for dual-phase steels produced by

varying rAT using the same startíng naterial. At the lowest rAT (7300

C), the high carbon martensite occurs in more or less equiaxed

islands. Tseng and Tangri9o hr.r" shov¡n that. the low aspect ratio does

not al1ow efficient load transfer to the harder second phase.

Therefore, the strengthening meehanism due to the martensite Íslands

is essentially sinilar to that of particle hardening.TS As the

annealing temPeraËure increases, the voh¡me fraction of martensite

also increases, but its strength decreases. For f, > 0.4, the

Dartensite phase nucleated on the ferrite grain boundaries is

ínterconnected in the fol¡. of a network. The increase in aspect

ratio (defined as the ratio of the mean-free-path in the direction of

applied stress and that. perpendicular to the stress) and the decrease

ín the yield strength render the martensite phase plastically

deformable. The minimum aspect ratio for narÈensite to defomr can be

esÈimated, assuming that martensÍte phase is in a cylindrical form

having length L and radius r with its length aligned with the srress

axís. Then o'^ /%. = 2'îlY.l/z /¡i= ,, , rihere ln anð l^ are yield

atresses of ferrite and martensite respectÍvely.

For IAT = 7600 C, l^/q þ2"3 (see Fig (5-12).

L / y > 2"3 is apparenrly sarfsfied when IAT > 76O0 C.
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We will now discuss the origin of the long-range back stress when

the ísostraín condition is satisfied (IAT 7600 C). This condirion

can be approximated by Masing's mode1, which has been discussed in

detail by AsaroS9 rnd Sowerby, et a1..87 rni" nodel assuaes that the

specimen is couposed of n elastic-plastic but nonhardening elements

of different yield sËrength. The elernents are geometrically identical

and the yield strength in tension and compression of an individual

element is the same. Fíg. (5-I7 ) shows the two-element }Íasing model

and the predicted composite stress-strain curve" I,Ie assune that the

elements I and 2 represent ferrite and martensite, respecÈive1y. It

is easier to work out the cyclic stress-strain curve using M.ro.'"87

yield surface construction" The forward stress-strain curve is

described by 0AB. At point A, the weak element yields at E . Between

AB, element I deforms plastÍca11y while element 2 defomrs

elastically. AT point B, element 2 yields al 12 , but the mean stress

in the specimen is (t,+ o'2 ) / Z. The reverse loading curve BCD is

si¡nilar to 0AB with a scaling factor of 2" The volume fraction of

each phase can be incorporated into the Masing model by changíng the

relaÈive cross-sectional areas of the elements, Fíg. (5-l7a)" It can

be sho¡.¡n that the Bauschinger stress¡ i.€n ¡ the stress dif ference

between B and C' in Fig"(5-17c) is given by

/..-= zf^(o'-- d¡) (s-3)

That is, Ehe Bauschinger stress predicted by Masing uodel is

proportional to the volume fraction of the stronger phase and the

difference in strength beÈLreen the two phases. Direct comparison of

equation (5-3) with present data is not possible because (C^-f7)
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decreases as f_ increases as shown in Fig. (5-12). However, Fig.
In

(5-10) shows signifieant increase in¿f with increasing fr. This

suggests that Masing's model may underestinate a4-. The physical basis

for the occurrence of Bauschinger effect in the Masing model is the

incompatibility due to the difference in yield strength" It is also

interesting to note that, for two ductile phases, the permanent

softening would noE be exhÍbited when the two phases are deforming

plastically" This is borne out by our experiment.

In dual-phase steels, the shear uoduli are approximately equal in

both phases. Therefore, the irnage force near the interphase

boundaries can be neglected. It is of interest to calculate the

number of dislocations, tp, in a pile-up group which can be sustained

at the interphase boundary. A píle-up group produces a stress

concentratíon n¡Ç . When the nartensite yields, we have

neÇ =fm, oy fl?= */%
(s-4)

That is, the number of dislocations in a pile-up is equal to the

yield stress ratio of the two phases. For the Present dual-phase

steels, n_ is about 2 to 3" Such a suaIl pile-up group would not be.P

easily recognized in the micrographs. However, the long range back

atress would also depend on the number of pile-up groups which is a

function of straín" Therefore, the strength and ductility of

martensite and the strength of ferrite-¡nartensite interphase boundary

determine, to a large extent, the overall mechanical behavior of a

dual-phase sieel.
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5,4 SI]MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. It has been shown that iron-carbon a11oy of a given composition

can be used to produce a series of dual-phase steels with strength

and ductility varying with mârtensite content. The partitioning of

alloying eleuents during intercritical anneal results in a relatively

clean ferriÈe and strong uartensite. several characteristic

properties of ferriÈe-martensite mixtures are observed. They are :

(t) relatively lower yield srrengrh,(2) snooth yielding wirhour

Luder's band propagation, (3) increased ductility, (4) increased

ultinate stress, and (5) strong Bauschinger effect.

2. For martensite volume fraction less Èhan 0.3, the

microstructure consists of isolated islands of high carbon martensite

in a ferrite rnatrix" The hardening is due to forest hardening and the

Orowan hardening caused by the strong martensite islands.

3. When mnrtensite volune fraction exceeds 0"3 the martensite

phase forms a nearly continuous or contiguous structure. It has been

found that isostrain conditíon is vaÍd in such structures. They

exhibit strong Bauschinger effect. The ínitial work-hardening is

essentially due to back stress created by the incompatÍbility of the

two phases" The Bauschínger stress may be estimated by Masing's

nodel,

where f, is the volume fraction of martensite and lm and f¡ are

AÍ = z{^{t^-q)
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stresses ín the martensite and ferrite respectively.

4. For applications which deserve stable strength under reversed

loading condition, the martensiÈe volume fraction should be less than

0.3, or the steel should be stabilized under cyclic loading

condi Ëion.

5. The separaÈion at the inÈerphase boundaries is initiated by

sulfide irnbrittlement. Therefore, to improve the ductility of dual-

phase sÈeels, the sulfur cont.ent must be strictly controlled.
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APPENDIX

(l) Results of Differential-Ternperature Tesrs

(A) Ferrovac E lron (Strain rate = 0.0025 rir,.-I )

T(,K) ^f/rc r¡-¡ Lnnídetr ) TfK)
sp. no. I5

t7 "8 0 "62412"4 0.927

sp" no.16

r2"5 0"998

sp. no. l7

¿rj, Kl
ry¿nl

sp. no" l2

270"t
25r.9
240"5
227 "2
210.6
197"0
r82 "0
773"7
154.5
144 "3
r33.9
113"3

sp. no. l4

44.5
34.5
27 "5
22"s
77 .5

0.079
0.1r4
0. r43
0.208
0"210
0 "26r
0"275
0"276
0.304
0"333
0.37r
0.437

0"688
0"673
0"724
0"788
0.844

sp. no" 19

95"0
85.0

95"0
8s"0
70.0
56.5
47 "9
36.5
25 "0

0.283
0"403

0.436
0 "480
0.356
0"563
0"579
0.626
0.851
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T ("K)
.é, Kx \

aT lnnf ,¿eA )

sÞ. no" 25

286.2 0 "062269.8 0.053
2s7 "9 0.08s
244"0 0"094
228"0 0" rs3
215"7 0"169
202"7 0"191
185.8 0" I89
17 4.0 0"382
162.7 0 

" 302
148.5 0"297
135"2 0.3t3
122.0 0 "404105.7 0.390
88"4 0"449

sp. no. 20

linear regression between

77 and 300 K gÍves
.uü

-'Xl = -2AT * B, 2T+ =f
A = 1.05 x io-3 xgfm2 " a"e2)

B = 0.631 Kg {^ 2 , deC)

63 "4
42.5
27 "5
15.0

0 "422
0.60r
0.58r.
0.8r2
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(B) Battelle lron

T (K)

sp. no" I

288. I
272"2
257.9
244.2
228"3
217.4
197 "5
183 .4
r68.8
156. 0
L43.7
130"0

/.t* ,K8
fl__^rf,!"ã T rr)

287.9
269.3
250 "7
224 "9
r93 "s
164 "7
138"8
LzL.2
r 08.0
96.9

or+ Kî
fr ,r^-det

U

sp" no.2

0 .028
0"050
0 "064
0"086
0"093
0"083
0 "094
0"08s
0 "126
0"115
0"114
0.134

0.017
0.044
0.073
0.095
0.078
0"095
0"1t0
0"120
0"154
0. 131
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(2) Activation Volunes

(A) Ferrovac
r* K?t 

,-| /rntr1

E lron

u: b3

1.0
2"8
4.9
7"2
9"7

12"7
16"3
26 "t
31 .3
36"3
39.5

(B) Battelle lron

64"2
34 "2
26"r
20 "4
L9 "2
L7 "9
16. 1

r 3.3
7 .23
6 "9s
5"50

¡¿. no" 4

0
0"30
2 "45
5"68
7.92

10"65
r3" r8
L4 "66

-æ."

0.47
2.09
4 "9s
8"79

13"22

no" 5

7 8"2
42"9
36.9
50.4
35. 8
3r "7
26 "l
23"0

57 "6
34" 8
38.6
33.5
28"3
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(3) Axial yield stress of Ferrovac f (Xg/nn2)

(4) Steady-staÈe flow stress of Ferrovac n (xg/nm2)

¿-ìf{ 400 500 600 700 770 800

-E4.l7x1} "-

8.33x10-?
a "nxtolf,
I " 33xI 0-]
4.l7x1O'

4"9 3"8 2.4 l.g 1.3 1.0
5.6 3.9 2"4 2.0 1.3 I"2
6.9 5.I 3.1 2"0 1.6 r.4
6.5 5 "4 3.2 2 "L 1.5 I "46.6 6"3 4.6 2"2 t"7 1"5

Èñ 400 500 550 600 650 700 735 770 800

-q4 "l7x1O --

8.33xI0-?
-IL1"67x10 :
-tt4.17x10 I

8.33x1 0-1
4.l7xI0-r

7

15.27 8
15. 17 9
19.54 tt

6 "66
6"85

7 "95
8.42

t0.t7

37

54
39
47

2.24
2"42

2 "93
3. 39
4.17

5.26

6.32
7 "04
8 "67

3.08
4"60 2.89

3 "2r3"90 3.59
5.09 3"91
5 "99 4 "59

| "46
7 "47

2 "09 1 .85
1.86 1.86
2 "62 2.39
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(5) Acttvation enÈhalpy in regÍon I.

(A) Ferrovac E lron

evallry+ KâI,
v /tnn

1.0
2"8
4"8
7.2
9.7

12 "7
16"3

BaÈtelle Iron

2.5
5"7
7"9

10"7
L3 "2
14 "7

0.66
0,55
0"50
0.43
0 "42
0"39
0"35

(B)

0"85
0.53
0 "47
o "42
0.35
0.30
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(6) Average volune Fraction and Mean-Free-path of Ferrite

Annealing temp. (oc) Mean-f ree-path (¡-rm) Vol. fraction

730
760
820
86s

(7) Average Bauschinger Strain

4.8
4"4
2"6
1.5

0 "29
0.41
0.56
0.9 0

T
Cr\-ABS ("/") CF (z>

730

760

820

865

0"53
0"74
0"76
0"81
0.83
0.35
I .48
i. i3
r.25
I .33
0.9 6
I .06
i .03
I .39
1.10
0 "37
l .30
0 "67
0 .88
o "45
1 .00

3"6
7"r

t 0.3
4.2
2"7
r"2

13.9
4.9
8.2

10.0
4"9
7"3
5.5

72.7
8"2
i"3
8.9
3.0
5"2
1.6
7.9
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